Quarterback Your Own Health – How
to Take and Lower Your Chronic
Disease Temperature™
We invite you to read our book “Quarterback Your Own Health” and take part in our program
designed to empower every individual to improve & optimize their own health.
Here is how it works:
For Individuals Interested in Health Improvement:
Step 1. Go to www.quarterbackyourownhealth.com
Step 2. Sign up and take the RealHealth Living Profile™. This is a comprehensive risk assessment
evaluation that takes about 30 minutes to complete. When you are done with the profile you are
provided with a risk “grade” and self-directed “actions” for you to complete that will help you
improve your grade – and improve your health.
Actions are generated from any answer that we know may create a health risk for you. The actions
are quite simple – they are designed to educate you on the risk and how to correct it. Actions
include videos and written materials specific to your risks. Thus the Living Profile provides you
with a Personalized and Precision program of health enhancement.
Step 2a. Find a health coach from our website. This coach understands our program and can guide
you through completion of some of the more medically-oriented tasks. Your coach will be your
partner in your journey to “Quarterback Your Own Health.” Your coach may recommend a doctor if
your health journey requires a greater degree of medical help.
Note: Most people will experience significant health improvement by just completing the actions
that are personalized to them – often without a coach. We do recommend a health coach because of
their vast experience at helping people get well.
Step 3. Obtain labs tests based on our Chronic Disease Temperature™ (CDT). Contact us to help
you obtain these tests – or input the tests you have already obtained into our software to calculate
our CDT.
The chronic disease temperature looks at common biomarkers – but from a chronic disease (not
acute/immediate disease) perspective. Our program automatically calculates your CDT from your
biomarker results. Now you have an objective value to:
• Measure your health baseline and creation progress.
• Measure the value of the program (your CDT will go down as you get healthier).
• Measure the benefit of your actions to Quarterback Your Own Health.
• Measure the value of your care team – coach and doctor if you choose to engage with them.
Chronic Disease Temperature™ (CDT) Example: White blood cell count (WBC) is a $5 test that
measures the activity of cells that fight to maintain your health. Most doctors view the normal range
for WBC as 3,500 – 11,000 cells per volume. In our CDT, the “normal range” is 4,000 – 6,000. Why?
Because outside those limits, individuals have an increase in chronic disease and early mortality!
Two significant studies – the Women’s & Nurse’s Health Studies (128,000 women evaluated) show
that women with a WBC of 7,800 (well within normal limits) die at a 310% faster rate compared
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to women with a WBC of 5,300 – within a scant 6 year period! Our CDT measures your RealHealth
risk using sensitive measures like WBC.
Please view the chart below that shows how simply improving your health by following the “action”
plan will also improve your blood – aka physiological health. As you complete action items, your
Living Profile grade will go up and your blood labs will improve.

The different symbols represent different 10-year age groups.
Note the clear association – people with a better Living Profile™ risk “grade” have better blood labs.
Since the lab values are tied to mortality (early death rates) – improving your grade not only
improves your health but also reduces your risk of premature death from all causes.
For Coaches Interested in Assisting Individuals “Quarterback” Their health:
Health Coaches: Contact us at www.quarterbackyourownhealth.com under “coaches” and join our
team. Go through our on-line education program to become a Health Creation Coach™ and start
helping “quarterbacks” improve their health.
What coaches will obtain:
•
•
•

Training on root-cause / health creation created by our Harvard, MIT, Emory, and Indiana
U team of doctors and medical scientists.
Access to our coach friendly software that provides a simple yet effective program to
guide individuals on their path to wellness.
Access to “quarterbacks” motivated to improve their health – either in person or via telecoaching.
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•

Ability to significantly improve your clients’ health through foundational root-cause
science and support from our medical and scientific team.

For Doctors:
Doctors and Other Medical Professionals: Contact us at www.quarterbackyourownhealth.com
under “Doctors.”
Our data shows that about 10% of individuals who attempt to improve their health, either on their
own or with the help of a coach, hit a roadblock before they reach their health goals. We encourage
doctors to join our program and help those who need that extra level of expertise and care.
Doctors will obtain the same resources as coaches. And we are establishing a hippa compliant social
media-type platform for doctors to present and discuss cases with other doctor members –
essentially creating “grand rounds.” Dr. Charles Mayo, founder of the Mayo Clinic perfected grand
rounds. Clearly, the quality of the care team is directly related to the level of improvement any
individual experiences.
We look forward to helping you achieve your health goals and establishing a new, cost-effective
model for healthcare.
Be Well,
Your RealHealth Founding Medical Team
Drs. Lewis and Trempe
Note to Readers: Most headings and subheadings are active hyperlinks that will help you
navigate through this book.
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Quarterback Your Own Health
How To Take (and Lower) Your Chronic Disease
Temperature
Too many people die suddenly and unexpectedly, despite appearing “apparently well” in the years,
weeks, or even days before their deaths. In reality, these individuals are diagnosable as ill, and yet
they slip through the cracks because our healthcare system, by design, is reactive to disease. Annual
physical exams are theoretically intended to check the proactive boxes of “early detection” and
“prevention,” but these exams haven’t changed much over the last century. Worse, they lack
predictive power.
In this book, we present readily available medical information and research that provides a better
way to determine your immediate and future risk of becoming chronically sick or dying
prematurely. We include explanations of tests that can help you determine if your health is at risk,
how great your risk actually is, and where you reside on the health-disease continuum.
Our objectives are simple. We strive to show you:
1. How to determine where you reside on the health-disease continuum long before your
health is impacted.
2. How to stay on the healthy side of the health-disease continuum.
My medical team—from Harvard and Yale Medical Schools, as well as from MIT—have developed
tools to achieve both objectives:
●

The RealHealth Living Profile™

●

Your Chronic Disease Temperature™

The RealHealth Living Profile provides you with an overall risk score, as well as risk scores in several
subcategories of risk. The simple survey format is designed to understand how you live today, as
well as procure information about your past. The intent is to discover risk factors created by your
lifestyle, behavior, environment, family, attitudes toward health, and other factors that influence
your daily actions and therefore your health. We will delve into more details about the RealHealth
Living Profile in subsequent chapters.
Your Chronic Disease Temperature is an amalgamation of up to 35 biomarkers that measure your
physiology (the functioning of your body at a cellular level) and pathology (an evaluation of the
subtle changes in tissue). We have spent significant time and effort reviewing the medical literature
to determine true normal versus abnormal values for all of these critical markers of health. We
assign a “risk value” to each biomarker by way of a temperature increment, and then we present
you with a single number that reflect your health score.
Your physiology and pathology do not lie. Your health score is a true reflection of how healthy you
are. Even more importantly, your Chronic Disease Temperature value gives you a target for either
maintaining or improving your health.
Your action plan is simply to obtain our recommended medical tests and plug your results into our
proprietary Chronic Disease Temperature calculator. We use a simple-to-understand scale: You are
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healthy, with little risk for future chronic disease, if your Chronic Disease Temperature is 98.6—the
generally accepted temperature for a healthy human body. Any elevation above this value implies
risk or an existing disease; the greater the number, the greater your risk for actual disease in your
body, even if you feel perfectly well today. We provide you with both your current “number” as well
as your custom “target number.” Armed with this information, you can proactively make lifestyle
changes, and you can use these values to objectively measure improvements in your own health
and your reduction in risk of future premature death or disease.
In this book, we will also provide ways to restore your health and lower your Chronic Disease
Temperature through a “Life-Preserving Consumption Pyramid” (our reinterpretation of the food
pyramid, designed for optimal health), and other simple, healthful measures.
We want all our readers to live long, healthy lives.
Stay Well,
Dr. Trempe and Dr. Lewis
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Dedication
This book is dedicated to Dr. Claude Bernard of nineteenth-century France—the “Father of
Experimental Medicine.”
Bernard maintained that disease could be caused by a breakdown of the self-regulating
mechanisms of the body. In Bernard’s lifetime the germ theory of disease, proposed by Pasteur and
others, captured the imagination of doctors as well as the general public. Tremendous advances in
medicine took place in the early years of microbiology, and Bernard’s idea that disease might be
caused by faulty regulation of the internal environment was largely ignored. It has been said that
Bernard and Pasteur debated in a friendly way the relative importance of the microbe and the
general condition of the patient’s body. Pasteur reportedly said on his deathbed, “Bernard was
right. The seed is nothing, the soil is everything.”
One of Bernard’s most important ideas is that pathology, the study of abnormal function, is a part of
physiology. Bernard insisted that the study of disease must not be separate from the study of
health. “There is only one science of life,” he wrote. Claude Bernard worked hard to break down the
barriers between physiology and medicine, health and disease.
Bernard never practiced medicine “by prescription,” and his discoveries did not include miracle
drugs or lifesaving surgical techniques. He changed the world of medicine in a different way—by
showing that medical knowledge does not differ from any other scientific knowledge, in that it can
be won by systematic experiment—both through defeat and triumph.
Twentieth and twenty-first century medicine has lost its way in favor of the “by prescription”
method for profit. Thus, this book is further dedicated to the tens of millions of people who have
died unnecessarily over the past 100 years because modern medicine has let them down.
Finally, this book is also dedicated to the thousands of patients who have bucked the system and
sought medical care from a humble ophthalmologist, Dr. Clement Trempe, who practices Bernard’s
“scientific medicine” rather than relying on the current standard-of-care.
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“The fixity of the milieu supposes a perfection of the organism such that the external variations are
at each instant compensated for and equilibrated. Therefore, far from being indifferent to the
external world, the higher animal is on the contrary constrained in a close and responsive relation
with it, of such fashion that its equilibrium results from a continuous and delicate compensation
established as if by the most sensitive of balances.”

—Dr. Claude Bernard

Modern civilization depends on science … knowledge should not be viewed as existing in isolated
parts, but as a whole, each portion of which throws light on all the other, and that the tendency of
all is to improve the human mind, and give it new sources of power and enjoyment … narrow minds
think nothing of importance but their own favorite pursuit, but liberal views exclude no branch of
science or literature, for they all contribute to sweeten, to adorn, and to embellish life … science is
the pursuit above all which impresses us with the capacity of man for intellectual and moral
progress and awakens the human intellect to aspiration for a higher condition of humanity (a
forgotten concept in medicine).
—Joseph Henry
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Foreword

Foreword
Quoted from Frank Shallenberger, MD, HMD, ABAAM
“One of the questions that I hear a lot is this, “I went to Mayo Clinic [or some other well known
allopathic ivory tower] and had $34,000 worth of lab tests, but I had to come to Carson City to get
well. How is it that your therapies fixed my problem when nobody else could?” It’s a logical and
important question. Here’s the answer.
Everybody knows what it’s like to see a doctor who uses allopathic medicine. That’s because
allopathic medicine is the system of medicine that has been exclusively used in the United States for
the last one hundred years. It is the only system taught in medical schools and used in hospitals.
And it is the only system that the American Medical Association, most insurance companies, and
Medicare recognize. The reason that doctors like me can get resolution to problems that allopathic
medicine fails at is because we don’t limit ourselves to a strictly allopathic approach.
When people ask me what kind of system of medicine I practice, I tell them I practice
orthomolecular medicine. Now if you’re like most people, you probably have no idea of what that
means. But it is really very simple. “Ortho-” comes from the Greek word that means “to correct”.
“Molecular” refers to molecules.
I stand on very high ground by practicing orthomolecular medicine, because the concept was
developed by Linus Pauling, MD. Everyone has heard of Linus Pauling. Dr. Pauling was a two time
Nobel Prize winning physician, and is considered one of the greatest scientific minds of the
twentieth century.
The term orthomolecular medicine was coined in 1968 by Dr. Pauling. He defined orthomolecular
medicine as "the preservation of good health and the treatment of disease by varying the
concentrations in the human body of substances that are normally present in the body and are
required for health." Drugs are not “substances that are normally present in the body”, and so they
are not used in the orthomolecular system.
I received my medical degree from the University of Maryland School of Medicine, and then had
post doctoral training at The Mount Zion Hospital and Medical Center in San Francisco. But even
though both of these institutions only teach the allopathic medical system, I don’t use it. I decided
long ago that the orthomolecular system made much more sense to me. So before you see me, I
want you to understand that the orthomolecular approach I use is fundamentally different from the
allopathic approach you are used to.
The things that an orthomolecular doctor does often look like what an allopathic doctor does - there
is an examination, tests are ordered, and treatments are prescribed. But that’s where the
similarities end. Here are the key differences between these two systems of medical treatment.
Treatment
The allopathic system treats with drugs. The drugs are by definition not natural to the human body.
In fact, most people don’t realize it, but in order for a pharmaceutical company to obtain a patent on
a drug, they have to prove that it is not natural to the human body.
These drugs are not prescribed to cure or prevent disease. They are prescribed for one thing only,
to alleviate symptoms. And they usually do that very well. The drugs that an allopathic doctor uses
cannot treat the cause(s) of the disease or condition being treated, only the symptoms. That’s why a
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doctor who exclusively uses the allopathic system will tell you that it is not possible for him to
prevent or cure a disease.
Orthomolecular medicine is different. Orthomolecular doctors do not use drugs. They use
substances that are naturally found in the human body such as foods, herbs, hormones, amino acids,
enzymes, vitamins, etc. to correct the imbalances in the body that brought about the condition. We
combine that with lifestyle guidelines such as how you eat, sleep, and exercise. It turns out that
where the drug approach fails, this approach really works. An old friend and alternative colleague
of mine, Roby Mitchell, MD is fond of saying, “You can’t medicate yourself out of a disease you
behaved yourself into.”
Next, and this is even more important to understand, orthomolecular treatments are not prescribed
simply to alleviate symptoms. Instead they focus on removing the cause(s) of the disease or
condition that is causing the symptoms. An orthomolecular doctor will tell you that it is very
possible to both prevent and cure disease, because he is treating on a causal level.
Not Quick – Not Simple
The allopathic system is quick, simple, and easy. This is because simply treating symptoms is easy,
and can be handled in a cook book fashion. Everybody receives the same treatment
regardless of what is causing the symptom. You have a headache – here’s a pain drug. You have an
infection – here’s an antibiotic. You have high blood pressure – here’s a drug that lowers your
pressure. This is fundamentally different from orthomolecular medicine.
Orthomolecular medicine is often not quick, simple, or easy. Investigating causes and finding the
right treatment can take weeks to months instead of mere minutes. That’s because the imbalances
in the body that are causing the symptoms are often completely different in each individual patient,
even though the symptoms themselves can be the same.
Safer
However, as effective as the orthomolecular approach is the primary driving force that moved me
toward orthomolecular medicine was not effectiveness. It was safety. The treatments used are
natural and inherently safe. Nobody gets hurt – ever. Furthermore, once the condition has been
cured, the treatment can be stopped. This is not true about allopathic medicine.
According to the United States Office of General Accounting, over 125,000 people are killed every
year from drugs that are properly prescribed by allopathic doctors. This is because drugs are
inherently dangerous. They often produce side effects, many of which then need to be treated with
yet one more drug. These days it is common to see a patient receiving allopathic medicine who is on
more than five different drugs. Additionally, since the drugs are used only to alleviate symptoms
instead of removing the conditions causing the symptoms, they can never be stopped.
But drugs are not always bad, and the truth is that sometimes they are needed. I am trained both in
allopathic and in orthomolecular medicine. So sometimes I will prescribe a medication to help with
the symptoms while I am using the orthomolecular system to create a cure.
How it Works
Would you like to buy a car that fixed itself? The tires would never wear out. Spark plugs would be
continuously renewed. If someone crashed into it, the car would automatically repair the dent. And
as soon as the engine started getting out of tune, it would immediately tune itself so that decades
later it would still be running perfectly well. Here’s an absolutely amazing fact. God designed our
bodies to be just like that - to heal themselves. And in general, that’s exactly what they do hundreds
of times a day.
www.quarterbackyourownhealth.com
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You receive an injury – your body fixes it. You get a cold or a flu – your immune system cures it.
You’re exposed to a toxin – your liver eliminates it. The only time you really need to see a doctor is
when it doesn’t do what it is supposed to do. There are two reasons why this might happen.
One is that you are not giving the body enough of all the things it needs to heal itself. This would
include anything from sleep to vitamins to hormones to exercise.
Two is that your body is being or has been exposed to some toxin that is blocking its healing ability.
This would include anything from heavy metals like mercury and lead to smoking to infections to
allergens to chemicals to drugs – even the drugs that doctors prescribe.
In the orthomolecular system, the doctor’s job is not to diagnose your condition and put you on the
latest miracle drug. The doctor’s job is twofold: 1. Find out what things your particular body needs
that it isn’t getting, and make sure that it gets them, and 2. Find out what factors are blocking the
healing process in your particular case, and get rid of them. The first process is called rejuvenation,
and the second is detoxification. So the doctor and the remedies he prescribes don’t actually do the
healing – your body does.
The Challenges
There are three really big challenges that both doctor and patient face in doing this. One is obvious no two human beings are the same. Thus, even though an awful lot be determined about a person
from history, physical examination, and testing, in many cases there is a fair amount of trial and
error before the “code is cracked”. This requires diligence and some patience.
Second, although the body can heal itself of almost anything, it often doesn’t do this quickly. This is
especially true for long term conditions. The longer that a condition or disease has been present,
the longer it is going to take for a cure. In our modern day instant gratification mentality, the
process can require considerable time. Many patients make the mistake of giving up on an
orthomolecular program that is working simply because it is not working fast enough.
Third, most people have been programmed to think that medicine is by its very nature like the
allopathic system - a cook book affair. They often consult with an orthomolecular doctor thinking
that they are going to simply get a diagnosis and a pill – something quick and easy. When they are
told that they need to exercise, change the way they eat, get more sleep, receive detoxification
procedures like colonics and chelation therapy, and take a handful of vitamins, hormones, and
herbs, they may feel surprised and intimidated.
Dealing with these challenges is what orthomolecular doctors have been trained to do. I have been
practicing orthomolecular medicine since 1981. I know that the orthomolecular approach takes
some getting used to, and I also know how to guide, encourage, motivate, and help you to do
whatever you need to do in order to get well again.
Prevention
The best way to treat a disease is not to get it. The only thing that I don’t like about my job is having
to regularly see people who are sick from diseases that could have been prevented. No one has to
have a stroke, get a heart attack, have diabetes, get Alzheimer’s, be diagnosed with cancer, or get
arthritis. Let me repeat that. No one has to get sick with anything! The medical literature is
irrefutable on this subject – just as Dr. Pauling said some fifty years ago, all diseases are
preventable.
Doctors who practice orthomolecular medicine have a vision for the future of medicine. That vision
was stated by one of the other great geniuses of the twentieth century, Thomas Edison. Mr. Edison
saw the future, and he said, “The doctor of the future will give no medicine, but will interest his
patients in the care of the human frame, in diet, and in the cause and prevention of disease.” And for
www.quarterbackyourownhealth.com
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those who want it, that future is here right now. I long for the day when I go to the office, and
everyone I see is healthy, and is only there to learn how to stay that way.
But prevention is a hard thing to sell. When people are sick and miserable they have a very high
level of motivation to spend money and to make whatever changes are necessary to feel better. But,
when they feel all right, the motivation is not nearly so intense. However, when you are feeling good
is actually the best time to be working on staying that way. That’s one of the reasons why I focus so
much on preventive testing. From Bio-Energy Testing (www.bioenergytesting.com), to panels that
assess toxicity, and hormone, vitamin, mineral, and circulatory status, there are many ways to tell
whether or not a person is on the road toward a disease long before they actually get it.
Getting a less-than-perfect test report often provides the motivation to make any needed changes.
This is certainly my goal. For a definitive and fully referenced treatise on this subject, I ask you to
read my book, Bursting With Energy. It will help you to understand in detail just how your body
heals itself, and what you can do to help it. You can get it from amazon.com, all major book outlets,
and also from the clinic.
Summing It Up
So the bottom line is this. An orthomolecular approach is not for everyone. It often takes time. It
always requires lifestyle changes. It is not usually quick. And some of the treatments and tests are
not covered by insurance. But it is literally the only way to go if you want to insure a healthy, fully
functional life free of disease.”
by Frank Shallenberger, MD, HMD, ABAAM
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“The seeds of great discovery are constantly floating around us, but they only take root in minds
well prepared to receive them.”
- Joseph Henry
Healthcare spending continues to rise at an alarming rate. Equally alarming is the increase in
chronic diseases—they parallel each other. How can both of these be happening at the same time?
The answer is that our medical system is truly one of “sick care”—not health care. The medical
profession reacts to illness rather then using its vast knowledge to proactively prevent illness. This
approach works for a broken arm, but is unacceptable for cancer and other chronic diseases.
Interestingly, modern medicine treats almost everything the same way—it treats the symptoms. In
chronic disease we refer to this as “the hammer and nail approach.” Here are some examples:
Cancer: Medicine attacks the tumor—but the tumor is the symptom, not the cause.
Heart disease: Medicine attacks cholesterol—again, this is the symptom.
Diabetes: Medicine attacks blood sugar—but the cause is inflammation and our bodies produce
sugar to save our cells and our organs.
Alzheimer’s: Medicine attacks amyloid plaques in the brain (or at least intends to)—but we now
know that amyloid protects the brain, Yet, amyloid-based drug development continues.
Need proof? Treating symptoms, not curing disease, would lead to proliferation of disease. That is
exactly what we have. Do you really think that, in the twenty-first century, medical professionals
(researchers and doctors) do not know how to “cure” someone of a chronic disease?
Globally, almost one trillion dollars ($1,000,000,000,000—one million times one million dollars) is
spent annually on medical and related research. Are we getting what we pay for? We are getting
2,000,000,000 publications each year, but how much of this information is making it to our doctors?
First, getting research from lab to clinic is taking too long. Some estimate that the time lag between
discovery and clinical application is ten years but I believe it is at least, on average, twenty years.
Compare this to other industries such as information technology. The time from discovery to the
shelf is often less than one year and we, the consumers, demand that new technologies are at our
fingertips immediately. It is likely that the lag time between discovery and clinic will only lengthen.
This is in complete contradiction to essentially every other enterprise.
Second, healthcare decisions are business, not health, decisions. There is an enormous amount of
medication and treatment ideas that never make it into the drug development pipeline. Why? There
is a choke point created by cost and resource limitations that control the drug pipeline. Only the ten
biggest pharmaceutical companies have the financial and technical resources to spend upwards of
one billion dollars and ten or more years developing a drug. Do scientists and doctors have the final
say on what candidate drugs will be developed? No. So, who does have the say? Ultimately, the CEOs
of those ten largest pharma companies make the final decisions—based on the bottom line and
shareholder value.
Worse is the issue of “translational medicine.” Consider this example: According to U.S. News in
2010, Harvard Medical School was ranked first in medical research globally. That same year,
Massachusetts General Hospital, a Harvard Medical School teaching hospital, was ranked 57th. Yet
these two institutions are connected. Mass General is part of Partners Health Care, and Partners is
affiliated with Harvard Medical School. Most of the doctors at the hospital hold Harvard Medical
School appointments. Why is there such a large discrepancy, first in research, yet 57th in clinical
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delivery? There is an apparent lack of translation between research and patient care even within
the same organization! Researchers perform research (mainly on animals that have artificially
induced disease, thus have little correlation to actual disease in humans) and clinicians treat
humans, and the two groups do not talk (and experimental ideas must pass over ten years of FDA
muster).
The entire medical industry is incredibly segmented into tight verticals, and there is little crosspollination. Shrinking research dollars leads research groups to be very protective of their novel
ideas, which exacerbates this. Also, doctors are busier than ever trying to care for patients while
earning a decent wage as both Medicare and commercial insurance reimbursement are diminished.
Are you aware that major hospitals are training their doctors to make a ten-minute visit feel like
thirty minutes?1 Yes, medicine has decayed to that point, far away from the house call.
My father taught me long ago that, when something doesn’t make sense, money is involved. I
believe the same holds true in modern medicine. There are plenty of medications and even
supplements that work to prevent and/or treat disease, but they never get notoriety. Why? Who is
going to spend the money to test and promote generic drugs or even vitamins for this purpose? Yes,
there is some degree of testing, but marketing drives our world, and drugs or products without a
strong potential for financial reward have no backers.
The drugs that are pushed are those that are “on patent” because the drug companies and their
tremendous marketing machines have the financial impetus to drive these into doctors’ offices.
Many good drugs that are or become generic (and no longer have patent protection) just fade away
from use in clinical practice because young medical students are not taught about them. Why?
These medications do not make drug companies money, so young doctors are not taught about
their value. To exacerbate this problem, since about 1980, drug companies have been allowed to
sponsor medical school curriculum, and that “education” focuses on new “on patent” drugs, which
are controlled and marketed by the pharmaceutical companies. 2
We can no longer count on modern medicine to save us. It has become an industry constructed on
verticals, profit motives, and general lack of translation from research into the clinic where the
information can benefit the patient. The good news is that you can save yourself. The Internet is not
structured into verticals, and you can translate the information for your own health and wellbeing
with the help of this book, which offers a detailed translation for you.
I hope you find the information we’ve translated for you compelling, and I hope above all that you
use this new knowledge to prevent and beat chronic disease.
I hope you find the information we’ve translated for you compelling.
Good luck.
You can avoid and beat chronic disease.
Be well,

Thomas J. Lewis, Ph.D. 2015
1 Private communication between Dr. Lewis and attending clinicians
2 Wilson, Duff. "Harvard Medical School in ethics quandary." The New York Times (2009).
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Chapter 1
You MUST Quarterback Your Own Health

Introduction

The help you receive from our modern healthcare system seldom returns you to good health. It is
especially poor at predicting chronic diseases that often strike suddenly or degrade the quality of
your life over time. These types of diseases are an epidemic in our society, and yet our medical
establishment is focused on only two things:
1. Managing acute (immediate) illness with drugs or procedures
2. Reacting to chronic disease after it impacts a person’s health
Doctors know better, but the financial, regulatory, and payer (insurance) pressures override their
good judgment, pushing them to follow the path to best reimbursement.
Modern medicine is armed with a very limited “toolbox” to make you well. Why? Because
healthcare is a big business that relies on proprietary drugs as a mainline for treatment. Their
financial interests are protected through patents. The US patent laws have much to do with the
inadequacies of our healthcare system. Simply put:

A Natural Substance Cannot Be Patented.
In other words:

Only a Synthetic (Unnatural) Substance Can Be Patented.
www.quarterbackyourownhealth.com
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The consequence of the patent law is that natural substances do not have financial sponsors, so no
large organizations back these types of substances for treatment. They simply cannot make money
unless they can gain patent protection for their testing and marketing efforts. The result?
The drugs you take are synthetic, unnatural substances—
period.

.
Even when you are provided with a diagnosis, the treatments that doctors prescribe are almost
always for your symptoms, not the root causes. If your doctor indicates that you may be on a drug
for a long time, only your symptoms are being addressed. Treatments for life never treat the cause,
they just contain symptoms. This calls into question the accuracy of the diagnosis you received at
the outset. The intent of this book is to equip you with the knowledge and resources to improve
your prognosis for healthy longevity. The first step? Questioning your diagnosis.
History can teach us quite a bit about what is possible in medicine today, and also what is not
possible. In 1860 Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes said:
“With a few exceptions, if the drugs could be sunk to the bottom of the sea, it would be all the better
for mankind—and all the worse for the fishes.”
But there is also hope spelled out by history. Dr. Claude Bernard of France, from the same period as
Dr. Holmes, developed what is known as “Experimental Medicine.” It is a simple concept that is lost
today as modern medicine keeps doing the same thing over and over again and, not surprisingly,
keeps getting the same poor results.
Here are some insights into what could (and should) exist today in healthcare: science-based (not
biased) medicine. Dr. Bernard was the first to state that physiology—the study of the functions of
the body by which life is carried on—and pathology—the study of disease or abnormal function—
are the same. During his time, and today, these are considered separate disciplines. Bernard
insisted that the study of disease must not be separate from the study of health. “There is only one
science of life,” he wrote. In simple terms, this means that health and disease are on the same
continuum.
“There is only one science of life”
- Dr. Claude Bernard, the Father of Experimental medicine.

What we know about what makes someone sick helps us understand how to keep someone healthy.
In other words, what we know about what makes someone healthy helps us understand how to
keep someone from getting sick.
Few, if any, drugs fit this model. Drugs, particularly for slowly incubating chronic disease, are often
prescribed late in the disease process—and again, they are prescribed to treat symptoms of disease,
not the causes.
Our team, and the many functional, integrative, and anti-aging health professionals are (re)creating
a “learning engine” for healthcare, in which doctors are allowed to go outside the box—and then
objectively measure how well their treatments work. That is the essence of “Experimental
Medicine”—it is process of continuous improvement that is used in every industry today except
healthcare. Today, we call this approach “Objective Medicine,” whereby medical protocols are
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measured against optimal outcomes: restoring health, not just managing symptoms.
Author Jerome Tarshis defines this term in his work Claude Bernard— Father of Experimental
Medicine 1:
“Experimental medicine is NOT what your doctor does when he/she prescribes a drug and then
prescribes another drug when the first one doesn’t work. Your doctor is trying to relieve your
individual distress, whether or not he/she understands why his/her treatment works. The
laboratory scientists (better defined today as the ‘scientific doctor’), on the other hand, is not trying
to relieve the distress of an individual patient; he/she is trying to add to the world’s knowledge of
how the body functions in health and disease.”
So, the ultimate endpoint is a cure, not a treatment.
Arguably the most important aspect of this “one science of life” approach is that disease should be
detected and corrected before illness strikes. This concept recognizes that disease, particularly
chronic disease, develops over time. When a person “suddenly” gets ill or dies, in truth there is
nothing “sudden” about it. The illness was brewing for a long time: a week, a month, or, more likely,
a year or even a decade. Yet, if a disease is present and potentially measurable, it is not until an
individual becomes ill that the medical community deems the issue clinically relevant.
This is why our two main tools for measuring health—the RealHealth Living Profile™ and Chronic
Disease Temperature™ (CDT)—are vitally important and provide a “1-2” punch for measuring and
correcting disease: Both tools arm you with information about the current state of your health so
that you can take the proactive approach to your wellness that our modern, reactive healthcare
system neglects. If your CDT reports a value above 98.6—the commonly accepted measure of a
healthy body temperature for acute sickness—this implies that your health is at risk, and that you
may have chronic disease brewing. However, by taking action now, you can take control of your
health starting today.

Three Case Studies
Do you really need our advice or is your current doctor able to keep you well? Let’s take a brief look
at three people who are no longer with us today, but might have been saved if they had access to
the simple and fundamental information on early diagnostic and the health/disease continuum.

Dave Goldberg:
Dave Goldberg was in the prime of his life at 47 years old when he
suddenly and unexpectedly passed away. His only symptom of illness was
a heart arrhythmia. Doctors studying his case had no idea what happened
to him except that he “fell off” a treadmill while exercising. His wife, a
founder of Facebook, said in the wake of his death, “I cry myself to sleep
every night.” This is a tragedy that we believe could have been prevented.
What is the current standard-of-care if you have an arrhythmia? You will be prescribed blood
thinners and possibly drugs that impact the “Q-T interval” of your electrocardiogram. Further you
may undergo expensive procedures like a cardioversion or an endocardial ablation. More informed
doctors prescribe magnesium supplements that may alleviate many cases of arrhythmias, but not
atrial fibrillation.
Few, if any, doctors recognize arrhythmias as a chronic inflammatory disease of the heart; however,
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medical research fully understands the connection. A search of PubMed a yields over 85,000
research articles when using the keywords “atrial fibrillation” and “inflammation.” One reason why
our medical establishment ignores this link is due to our payment system. Doctors and hospitals
make significant revenue from procedures—over $100,000 for an ablation, for example. Diagnosing
and treating causes of inflammation are much more time consuming and lack significant financial
reimbursement.
The tests that are part of our Chronic Disease Temperature measurement look broadly and deeply
into chronic inflammation that is associated with many of the major diseases of our modern society.
This measurement also looks at immune system strength and helps us determine who is more and
who is less susceptible to disease and sudden or premature mortality. We believe that Goldberg
would have had an elevated Chronic Disease Temperature. He could have followed our
recommendations and worked proactively with informed doctors to lower that “temperature” and
possibly save his own life.

James Lee:
“Jimmy” was a prominent JPMorgan investment banker who died suddenly at
the age of 62. He helped arrange some of the biggest corporate deals for
companies including General Motors, News Corp. and Facebook. JPMorgan
announced Lee’s death, saying he passed away “unexpectedly.” Our question
is: “Why?” In 2015, the year he died, did we really lack the means to predict
premature decline in health and sudden death?
We are convinced that if Lee had routinely had his CDT measured, a trend in decaying chronic
health not obvious to himself, his family, or even his doctors, may have been revealed and then
easily reversed. There is an important distinction between acute sickness and chronic sickness. You
can be chronically ill, and even near death (Lee and Goldberg are examples) with no obvious
symptoms. And, since the existing medical system reacts only to sickness and eschews prevention,
it is not positioned to help you.
On the other hand, our system, which is based on the Chronic Disease Temperature, is designed to
detect a myriad of “silent” conditions that, if detected early and properly, can be treated by doctors
who understand the connection between the whole body, health, and disease.

Tim Russert:
When TV journalist Tim Russert died from sudden cardiac arrest, it was
heartbreaking news for his family, friends, and fans. Chief of the
Washington bureau of NBC News and longtime moderator of "Meet the
Press," Russert was known for asking tough questions. He leaves us with
two more: How could death come so fast to a man who, on-air and off, had
always seemed so full of life? And, couldn't something have been done to
prevent the tragedy?
According to reports, Russert died from sudden cardiac arrest—his heart stopped working. This
occurred when plaque ruptured in his left anterior descending coronary artery, a major vessel that
supplies blood to the heart. Why did Russert have his heart attack just then, and why did it kill him?
No one in modern medicine can say because they do not perform the meaningful tests that help
understand risk factors.

a PubMed is a service of the US National Library of Medicine® that: Provides free access to MEDLINE®, the NLM® database of indexed citations and abstracts to
medical, nursing, dental, veterinary, health care, and preclinical sciences journal articles. Includes additional selected life sciences journals not in MEDLINE.
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Here is what modern medical experts say about Russert’s death: "Russert had bad luck because his
heart went into arrhythmia," says Dr. Scott Monrad, director of the cardiac catheterization lab at
Montefiore-Einstein Heart Center in New York City. "But we don't know who will, or when will go
into arrhythmia and die."
Maybe you find this statement acceptable, but we don’t. And by the end of this book, neither will
you. That’s why we, with the help of the enormous but untapped amount of available medical
knowledge, have developed a better way for you to predict and prevent these types of unfortunate
(but predictable) occurrences..
What was Russert's condition before his heart attack? He had been diagnosed with asymptomatic
coronary artery disease—his doctors knew he had some buildup of plaque in his coronary
arteries—but he was not experiencing negative effects. This is not unusual: Of the men who die of
coronary artery disease, more than half don't show symptoms. Other times, mild symptoms such as
shortness of breath or pains in the back, neck, or shoulders may be present, but are ignored.
Russert had a stress test with "normal" results and was found to have a reasonably low risk score
using the most advanced diagnostics offered today in your standard-of-care doctor’s office; these
“state-of-the-art” tests clearly did not paint an accurate picture of his chronic disease status.
The sad truth is, because the medical community focuses so much attention on cholesterol as the
cause of heart disease, the true culprit(s) go undetected. Our medical establishment has advanced
little in terms of both diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular disease, especially with respect to
early detection methods.
The medical community focuses so much attention on
cholesterol as the cause of heart disease, the true culprit(s) go
undetected
To successfully quarterback your own health, answer this simple question: Were any of these three
men perfectly healthy the day before he died? How about the week, month, year, or even decade
before? Now ask your doctor if he or she knows what tests to perform to determine if you have the
same risks that these gentlemen obviously had. If your doctor’s answer is “cholesterol and high
blood pressure,” go find a better doctor. You can be sure the cholesterol and blood pressure
readings for these prominent figures were well known, but useless in preventing their true causes
of death.

Modern Medicine Has No Answers for Chronic Diseases
Did the late Russert, Lee, or Goldberg have an elevated Chronic Disease Temperature? We will
never know, but we doubt that any of the simple yet meaningful tests that are included in our
Chronic Disease Temperature calculator were performed on them. We will cover a number of these
important tests in subsequent chapters. Here, as an example, we will present a summary on one of
the tests used to calculate your Chronic Disease Temperature: your white blood cell count.
White blood cell count is a simple but powerful risk-assessment tool and is an example of a missed
opportunity in medical diagnosis. It is a solid starting point for doctors to help us assess our risk of
chronic disease. White blood cell count is part of our Chronic Disease Temperature measurement.
Standard-of-care doctors “record” white blood cell counts but seldom interpret them, and when
they do, their interpretation is based on inaccurate assumptions about risk.
White blood cells are part of the innate immune system, involved in defending our body against
both infectious disease and foreign materials. Healthy people have a baseline level white blood cell
count (WBC) of between 4,500 and 6,000, and differences lie in the individual physiology of each of
us. This value rises when our body goes on the defense against illness. Interestingly, several labs
www.quarterbackyourownhealth.com
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and other authoritative sources publish very different “normal” ranges, as shown in Table 1.
Source
LabCorp
Mayo Clinic
WebMd
Quest Diagnostics
MedLinePlus

WBC (cells/ml) Normal Range
4,500 – 10,000
3,500 – 10,500b
5,000 – 10,000
3,800 – 10,800
4,500 – 11,000

Table 1. White blood cells – “normal” (standard-of-care) ranges.
The medical research world knows there are serious health consequences associated with white
blood cell counts well within the upper limits published by the clinical experts. Here is one such
example:
“Patients with white blood cell count ≥7,900 have 3.1 times higher risk of death than those
with levels <6,300.” 2
Note that 3.1 times higher is 310% higher! And, for every death, there are approximately ten others
who suffer adverse events like heart attack or stroke. Thus, the count of 7,900 versus 6,300 causes
3,100 percent (31 times) more heart disease that could have been detected early and even
prevented. High cholesterol only raises your risk of dying by about 3%— but only for a very specific
set of men who are in their 50s and with diagnosed severe cardiovascular disease.
Note LabCorp, Mayo, WebMD, and Quest do not give the slightest indication that a count of 7,900 is
related to a health risk. It is considered in the “normal” range. If you have a count of, say 8,100, your
doctor will say you are healthy. Yet that same medical professional will have little explanation for
sudden death or chronic diseases.
What were the white blood cell counts of Lee, Goldberg, and Russert?
The following graphic, an Internet ad, sadly tells the truth about medicine today as it relates, in this
instance, to cardiovascular disease. Today’s healthcare system does not know upon whom or when
chronic disease or sudden death will strike. But could we?

The truth is white blood cells are your defense against disease that can cause heart attacks. Instead
we are fed “consensus” values polished by medical professionals, lawyers, insurance companies, the
FDA, and actuaries. Shouldn’t you know your real clinical risks of disease or death? You deserve
b

Same on you Mayo Clinic – surely you know better.
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better.
In the ensuing chapters, we provide a guide that helps you interpret medical tests that we
recommend, but which are seldom prescribed in the “standard-of-care.” We provide you with a list
of critical tests that delve into your chronic disease health that are based on the most current
research in the field of medicine. When you put the values for these various tests into our chronic
disease calculator (Appendix 1), it provides you with a “Chronic Disease Temperature.” Any value
over 98.6 implies that you have an asymptomatic chronic disease (assuming you are presumed
healthy). The higher the value, the higher the risk, just like your “acute” temperature mom used to
take with a thermometer.
An elevated Chronic Disease Temperature, translated, means you are at unnecessary risk for
premature disease and/or death. If your Chronic Disease Temperature is elevated, now is the time
for you to take action, before you have symptoms. We also outline what you can do to advocate
for—and protect—your own health when modern medicine does not provide adequate answers or
solutions.

You Must Be in Charge of You!
We are a reactionary society rather than a proactive one, and modern medicine is no different.
Unfortunately, the business model of modern medicine is misaligned with preventative care. Your
doctor cannot determine if you are heading toward serious disease during a ten-minute check-up.
We are redefining prevention and the measurement of your future risk of a serious disease. The
biomarker tests we conduct indicate the slightest changes in your internal balance. They are
designed to measure the action of your immune system when it activates to protect you from
toxicity and disease. These tests help us define the how, what, and why of illness. More importantly,
they help us explain to people who feel well (we call them the “apparently well”) that their bodies
are actually NOT well—and they are at risk of becoming “clinically” sick. With this information in
hand, we can avoid heading down a path toward disease, and ultimately stay well.
The quality of your health is in your own hands. Most doctors speak about managing your health by
the “numbers.” The reality is, if your numbers are in range according to their standard-of-care, you
are “healthy.” Next patient, please!
When you become ill, who is to blame? Too often we do not practice a healthy lifestyle, get sick, and
blame our genetics. However, research and experience tell us that good health, for the most part, is
a choice. Heart disease is the biggest killer throughout the world. The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention has this to say about heart disease: 3
“Nearly 1 in 3 deaths in the US each year is caused by heart disease and stroke. At least 200,000 of
these deaths could have been prevented through changes in health habits.”
The Mayo Clinic gives us an even more sobering statistic on heart disease. They state that 80% of
heart disease is preventable. However, what Mayo does not state is that the same things you can do
to prevent heart disease is the exact same things you can do to reverse heart disease. Instead, Mayo,
like all other traditional medical practices, relies on synthetic drugs.
The statistics for diabetes are even more in your favor and control. According to the Harvard School
of Public Health, “The good news is that type 2 diabetes is largely preventable. About 90% of cases
could be avoided by taking several simple steps.” Even lofty Harvard doesn’t indicate that the
disease is reversible.
Most of us find it hard to take action against something we cannot touch, feel, or measure. Thus, if
we are told we are “normal,” why make changes? We pay more for medicine compared to any other
country in the world, over $10,000 per person per year. Yet this expensive system is unable to
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inform us about our future risk or how sick we truly are. We have to be sick to get help. That is why
our system is so expensive.

It’s Not in Your Genes
A National Geographic researcher explored the world seeking the answer to healthy longevity. 4 The
author focused on centenarians (people who live to at least 100 years old), looking for key common
denominators. He focused particularly on areas with unusually large numbers of these folks, still
healthy at very ripe old ages. The findings are surprising.
“[…] genes alone are unlikely to explain all the secrets of longevity… And in the end, genes probably
account for only 25 percent of longevity. It’s the environment too, but that doesn’t explain all of it
either. And don’t forget chance.”
Do you believe good health is determined by “chance”? That is a cop-out by National Geographic,
and by modern medicine. The facts are quite contrary to this “gene hypothesis.” The last century
saw a sudden and dramatic increase in chronic diseases, leaving modern society is replete with
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and Alzheimer’s disease. Genetic changes cannot develop
that quickly. What has changed is our environment. Environmental changes do parallel the upswing
in these diseases. And by environment, I’m discussing our internal environments.

Our Internal Environment Has Changed for the Worse!
Claude Bernard, a giant of nineteenth-century medicine, coined the term “milieu interieur,” which
translates to homeostasis. 5 In even more simplistic terms, it means internal balance. The bodies of
the chronically ill, and those who are predisposed to illness, are out of balance, and we, personally
and individually, are to blame—not our genetics.
We have all heard the platitudes: don’t smoke, avoid trans fats and junk foods, get plenty of sleep
and exercise, drink plenty of water. There are a myriad of books and articles providing valuable
information on how to best take care of our health, but we are not listening. Maybe we believe that
these diseases will not happen to us. And our doctors tell us we are well, even when we are not.
What is your reason? I’m sure many readers feel healthy today, yet are unaware of the insidious
workings of chronic disease that may be damaging their health right now.
Your Chronic Disease Temperature™ will provide you with the tools to understand the health of
your internal environment before you are clinically sick.

The Current State of Prevention—The Health Physical Exam
Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel, a breast oncologist, was a close ally of the Obama administration, having
served from 2009 to 2011 as a special advisor on healthcare in the crafting of the Affordable Care
Act (ACA). Dr. Ezekiel says, “Skip your annual physical.” He voiced his belief in an opinion piece in
The New York Times where he states, “Not having my annual physical is one small way I can help
reduce health care costs—and save myself time, worry, and a worthless exam.”6
Is the concept of an annual physical worthless? Or is it the diagnostic information gathered during
that exam that is worthless? Chronic disease prevention statistics emphasize the need for an annual
prevention-based checkup. However, the current program is failing our health. Dr. Emanuel cites
the 2012 Cochrane Collaboration, an international group of medical researchers who systematically
review the world’s biomedical research. They analyzed fourteen randomized controlled trials
following more than 182,000 people for nine years. This analysis sought to evaluate the benefits of
routine, and general health checkups—that is, visits to the physician for general health and not
prompted by any particular symptom or complaint.
The unequivocal conclusion about annual health physicals is that the appointments are unlikely to
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be beneficial. Regardless of which screenings and tests were administered, studies of annual health
exams dating from 1963 to 1999 show that the annual physicals did not reduce overall mortality or
specific causes of death from cancer or heart disease. And the checkups consume billions of dollars.
Further, Canadian guidelines have recommended against annual physical exams since 1979.
However, the solution is not to abandon the annual health physical! The solution is instead to
reinvent the process and make it relevant to today’s society and today’s diseases. Medicine has the
ability to solve the health physical conundrum by a process we call “retro synthesis.” It’s a big word
for a very simple concept: look at a problem, and work backward to a solution. In the context of an
annual physical, then, we should therefore be trying to prevent or reduce the incidence of chronic
diseases. The main goal of the annual physical exam should be to detect latent biomarkers for
chronic diseases and determine future risks and causes.

You Are in Good Company
Where modern medicine lacks in proactivity, it excels in marketing. At major teaching medical
schools, doctors are trained on how to make a ten-minute office visit feel like a half-hour. Doctors
are encouraged to make physical contact by touching a patient’s shoulder to show they “really”
care. However, we would simply prefer meaningful tests.
Medicine also uses fancy terms like “patient-centered” to show how much they “care.” A new term
is “evidence-based” medicine. A colleague of ours, Dr. Richard Laudon, upon hearing this new term
said, “Okay, but what evidence is influencing their decision process? I see medicine as more
evidence-biased, rather than evidence-based.” Patient-centered and evidence-based are all nice
marketing terms, but what we all truly want, whether we are healthy or ill, is a favorable health
outcome. We want “Outcome-Based Medicine.” Forget those ten-cent catch phrases with no
backbone; we all want results.
The good news is medicine has not singled you out by stonewalling your quest for good health. We
are all in this together. No one is getting special treatment. Consider this excerpt from Walter
Isaacson’s biography of Steve Jobs: 7
“Jobs allowed his wife to convene a meeting of his doctors. He realized that he was facing the
type of problem that he never permitted at Apple. His treatment was fragmented rather than
integrated. Each of his myriad maladies was being treated by different specialists—
oncologists, pain specialists, nutritionists, hepatologists, and hematologists—but they were
not being coordinated in a cohesive approach, the way James Eason had done in Memphis.
“One of the big issues in the health care industry is the lack of caseworkers or
advocates that are the quarterback of each team,” Powell (Job’s wife) said. This was
particularly true at Stanford, where nobody seemed in charge of figuring out how nutrition
was related to pain care and to oncology.”
—Laurene Powell, wife of Steve Jobs
If even Steve Jobs couldn’t get a comprehensive and cohesive explanation about his health, how can
you?
Medicine has all kinds of nifty diagnostic methods to assess your current and potential future health
(or disease). Sadly, much of the best information is gathered and evaluated in isolated ivory towers
known as medical “specialties.” Gone are the days of medical “Grand Rounds” perfected by the
founder of the Mayo Clinic, Dr. Charles Mayo. Grand Rounds brought together a team of experts
from various areas of medicine to the patient, at the same time. Why is this important? Because our
bodies are connected systems, and your diagnosis and treatment should reflect that connectivity.
The Mayo Clinic, too, has succumbed to the pressures of a diagnostic “rush to judgment” in order to
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maintain solvency. Grand Rounds are just too expensive, short term. But “short term” is how
business is run—it’s based on quarterly earnings. Medicine has been taken over by business ethics,
and lost is what is best for patient care.
Medicine has replaced Grand Rounds with your primary care physician (PCP) who is called upon to
gather, interpret, and coordinate all of the information from every specialist who has weighed in on
your health. This expedient system does not allow your PCP the time, freedom, knowledge, or
authority to quarterback your health in our highly constrained insurance-based healthcare system.
This is not to say that your PCP is not a skilled doctor. We are simply stating that “Grand Rounds”
were more effective due to the many different viewpoints offered about each patient by a diverse
team.
As Steve Jobs’ wife implied, you are therefore left to quarterback your own medical “Grand
Rounds.” This book will help you become empowered to quarterback your own health in five ways:
1.

Provide you with the right questions to ask your healthcare provider, focusing on the most
serious diseases that impact our health in this modern society.

2.

Empower you with knowledge to interpret the results of tests performed on you, based on
new (and not-so-new) science.

3.

Arm you with a method to determine your chronic disease risk based on your lab results. This
is your “Chronic Disease Temperature.”

4.

Suggest additional diagnostics that delve deep into your physiology and find root causes of
disease rather than simply assess symptoms.

5.

Provide preventative measures and methods that will a.) prevent your Chronic Disease
Temperature from elevating, and, if your Chronic Disease Temperature is elevated, b.)
provide you with methods to lower it.

Be prepared for your doctor to dismiss certain aspects of this information even in the light of the
evidence. What your doctor does today is based on the medical (diagnostic and treatment)
codebook (i.e. medical insurance and the associated ICD-9 and 10 prescription for medicine). If it is
not in the codebook, your doctor will not get paid. The problem proactive people like you will
encounter is that new evidence is not incorporated into the codebook until years after its discovery.
An argument against some of the biomarker tests in our Chronic Disease Temperature is that they
are non-specific. Doctors will use this as an excuse not to order these tests. The truth is that disease
is non-specific. We have developed disease names and categories, not our bodies. Our immune
system, for example, produces just five types of white blood cells, which are our first line of defense
against disease. These cells elevate in numbers to protect us against cancer, diabetes, arthritis,
Alzheimer’s, and heart diseases. So much for that argument about specificity.
Further, those who determine what makes it into the codebook—the tests your doctor can order
and obtain payment—are not necessarily the people with your best health interests in mind. The
drugs you take are developed by the drug industry, and approved for you to take, based on business
decisions, not health reasons. Medicine is distinctly a business, not run by doctors any longer, but
by large corporations. Table 1.2 below shows the large healthcare companies by overall global
market cap (a measure of the size of the company).
Company
McKesson
UnitedHealth Group
CVS Health
Walgreens Boots Alliance

Ranking
5
6
7
19
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Company
Cardinal Health
Express Scripts Holding
Anthem
Johnson & Johnson
Aetna
Humana
Pfizer
Merck
Roche
Gilead Sciences
Sanofi
Rite Aid
AbbVie
Community Health Systems
Amgen
Abbott Laboratories
Tenet healthcare
Eli Lilly
Novartis
Glaxo Smith Kline
Novo Nordisk

Ranking
21
22
33
39
46
52
55
72
80
86
89
107
123
125
130
138
140
141
167
278
364

Table 1.2. Healthcare companies by market cap.
Most of us are shareholders in some of these companies. If we watch daily and quarterly earnings
and stock prices, we are telling these companies we want earnings. Profits are not made by curing
disease, but by distributing drugs that make profits by treating symptoms.
The list above begs the following question: why are drug distribution and healthcare insurance
companies at the top of the list? Why isn’t a medical group at the top?
Healthcare insurers are not benevolent organizations. Since the implementation of the Affordable
Care Act, the largest insurers like United, Aetna, Cigna, and the rest have not only grown in revenue,
but they have grown even faster in profits. c
Consider this simple concept: American businesses spend one half of their profits on employee and
dependent healthcare. How can America stay competitive against the Chinese, Mexican, or even
Canadian labor force if half of our profit goes to healthcare?
Half of American business profits goes to employee healthcare.
This is the main reason businesses are fleeing the U.S.

Biological Clock and Disease Prevention
Since the days of Aristotle and later, Ponce de Leon, we have sought longevity and the fountain of
youth. The Book of Genesis refers to Moses who died at age 120. We believe this is an achievable
goal today, considering the small handful who have lived to 116.

https://www.healthinsurance.org/blog/2016/03/01/no-obamacare-isnt-killing-the-insurance-industry (October 3,
2016)
c
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Google now comes to the forefront with their new venture “Calico.” According to their websited,
“We’re tackling aging, one of life’s greatest mysteries. […] Calico is a research and development
company whose mission is to harness advanced technologies to increase our understanding of the
biology that controls lifespan. We will use that knowledge to devise interventions that enable
people to lead longer and healthier lives. Executing on this mission will require an unprecedented
level of interdisciplinary effort and a long-term focus for which funding is already in place.”
The Calico model is ultimately to “control” lifespan.e Their approach is to alter genes and modulate
other aspects of our biological (lifespan) clock. What they are not pursing are methods to allow
each and every one of us to reach our already pre-programmed lifespan that few, if any of us,
actually achieve.
The Calico approach is meaningless if latent, existing chronic diseases are not detected early or
properly treated. As an example, we met with Dr. Craig Atwood, a brilliant researcher who
explained how we are programmed to age based on our reproduction cycles. 8 After Dr. Atwood’s
departure from our offices, Dr. Trempe commented, “What Dr. Atwood has to say is all well and
good but if one of my patients has periodontal disease and I don’t treat their teeth well, all those
genetic and hormonal efforts to extend lifespan are to no avail.”
In other words, there is no “magic pill,” genetic or otherwise, that will protect us from the
consequences of daily living. We have to actively manage our health in order to reach the preprogrammed limit of our lifespan. If you wait until you have symptoms of chronic disease and then
go about “symptom-only” treatment provided by the standard-of-care, your health and longevity
will likely be impacted. This is where quarterbacking your health, and stopping chronic disease
before it impacts your health, is of vital importance.

None (but a few?) of us live to our “biological clock” maximum.
To live to that point – approximately 120 years – we must
focus on preventing chronic disease.
We strongly advocate that you monitor your health regularly, even if you are symptom-free. Too
many of us have disease but are unaware of it until it strikes suddenly causing sickness or death. If
each of us does not pay close attention to our health, from birth-to-death, the misguided work of
Calico and others will not help us. One way to determine if you are on the right path to a long,
healthy life, is to determine your chronic disease temperature™ and work hard to lower it as much
as possible. If you have markers and measures that contribute to a chronic “temperature,” take
immediate action based on recommendations in this book. You will then stay on track to live your
life to the healthiest.

Evidence-Based or Evidence-Biased Medicine
We are strong advocates of evidence-based medicine. Even a layperson can sift through PubMed
and find “novel” ways to “cure” diabetes and Alzheimer’s disease. However, the medical literature
often presents stumbling blocks to your good health. The reason lies in how medical information is
obtained, reviewed, and interpreted. A second stumbling block is translation. Translation, in this

The image on the splash page of the Calico website shows a section of a tree and its rings. Does anyone, including the
Calico staff, know where, in the human body, one can observe the human “rings of the tree?” The answer may surprise
you: it is the lens of the eye.
e This is an educated guess as to the Calico approach based on the research interests of their scientific board.
d
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context, refers to the delivery of new evidence through clinical medicine. In our book on
Alzheimer’s diseasef, we coined the phrase “the trillion dollar conundrum.” Globally, almost one
trillion dollars ($1,000,000,000,000—that’s one million times one million dollars) is spent annually
on medical and scientific research but only a tiny fraction of this research makes it to your doctor.
The following are the primary reasons that today’s medicine does not rely on the best evidence
(even though fantastic health-creating evidence does exist in the medical literature):
1. Relative versus Absolute Statistics:
The difference between relative and absolute statistics is profound. Most of what we hear about
health is reported in relative statistics.
The entire chain of the medical delivery system relies on fundamental research data that is used to
determine both the safety and efficacy of the treatments and procedures that doctors either
prescribe or perform. The research often starts in the laboratory on cell cultures or animals.
Regardless of the subjects being tested, the results are most often reported in terms of statistics.
For example, “20% fewer animals developed cancer using XYZ drug.” What we don’t know is
whether the value is presented on a relative or absolute basis.
The difference between absolute and relative statistics is best illustrated by quoting cardiologist
Malcolm Kendrick who wrote Doctoring Data. 9
“One hundred people start taking a blood pressure medication and one hundred do not (the control
group). At the end of a year, one person in the group taking the medication has died, and two people
in the group not taking medication have died.
● The absolute difference in deaths is 1 person per 100 vs. 2 people per 100 (1 in 100, or 1%).
● The relative difference in deaths is 1 vs. 2 (1/2 = 50%).
I shall now claim that if you take my medication, your risk of dying has been reduced by 50% i.e.
halved (which is true—sort of).
Let’s try this again, with numbers that are 1000 times as big.
100,000 people start taking a blood pressure medication and 100,000 do not (the control group). At
the end of a year, 1 person taking medication has died, and 2 people not taking the mediation have
died.
● The absolute difference in deaths is 1 person per 100,000 or 0.001%.
● The relative difference is 1 vs. 2 (1/2=50%)
I shall now also claim that if you take my medication, your risk of dying has been reduced by 50%
(which is true only if you happen to be one of the two). In the real world, the absolute statistical
value of 0.001% is equivalent to the risk of being struck by lightning and probably not worth your
worry. More importantly, if 100,000 people must be treated to temporarily delay one death, the
medicine is ineffective, especially considering the side effect potential (watch the evening news and
pay attention to a drug add).”
Here’s another way to understand this vital difference: Imagine a person it struck by lightning. If
that person was part of a twosome, then the chance of dying, using relative statistics, is 50%. Do
you think your chance of dying from a lightning strike is 50%? If we look beyond the twosome to
everyone on the golf course or everyone in the clubhouse or everyone in America, you can see how
Lewis, TJ and Trempe, CL, The End of Alzheimer’s 2nd Edition. https://www.elsevier.com/books/the-end-of-alzheimers/lewis/978-0-12-812112-2
f
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the “chance of dying from the lightning strike” decreases dramatically.
In healthcare, there a lies, damn lies, and then there are
statistics.
1. Association versus Causation:
We need to know causes of disease, not just symptoms that are associated with diseases.
Treatments for causes have a great impact on health while those for associations are likely to only
impact symptoms. We know we are being treated for symptoms if our doctors tell us that we will be
on the treatment for a long time. Different types of studies in medicine address association and
causation differently.
● Retrospective studies look back in time at how populations suffered from disease and what
made a difference among those populations.
● Prospective studies follow two groups of people going forward. One group is given some
type of intervention, a medication for example, while the other is the so-called “control,” and is
not treated. Studying the difference between these populations after a period of time helps us
understand cause and effect.
● Epidemiological studies look at trends in populations and are analyzed with statistics to
draw conclusions.
In general, prospective studies are able to provide meaningful information on cause and effect, and
the magnitude of the effect. However, variations between people in the study group must be
minimized, otherwise identifying the actual cause of the effect is a bit of a guess. These types of
studies sometimes, but not often, are able to provide “causation,” or information on what causes
disease. In epidemiological studies, there are much less controls on the data. What really comes out
of these studies are associations, and not causes.
A result from an epidemiological study, as an illustration, may go something like this: Blond-haired
and blue-eyed people have more skin cancer. We all know this is true, but does it provide us with
causation or association? The answer is association. A cause of skin cancer is overexposure(s) to
sun and a myriad of other physiological processes associated with the body’s response to the
overexposure(s). A stronger association, compared to eye color, is skin composition. Yet darkerskinned people still get skin cancer. Based on this data, is the solution for the blue-eyed, blondhaired person to undergo some genetic procedure to change their eye and hair color? Of course not.
The solution is to manage sun exposure.
This may seem like an extreme example, but it really is not. The medical industrial complex is
feeding us with associations, and not causations, all the time, and treating us for the associations.
We are bamboozled by their relative statistics. Any drug you take that treats symptoms is a drug for
an association, not a causation. These drugs do not improve the trajectory of your long-term health.
We are being treated based on a bias toward association and relative statistics, and not based on
absolute statistics and causation. That’s why diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, dementias, and
cancer rates are so high. We are not being treated for causes.
It’s easier to be fooled than to be convinced we have been
fooled.
- Mark Twain
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1. Lack of Translation:
Medical research and delivery of medicine to patients is highly disconnected. Medical research and
clinical medicine have grown apart over the last few decades and are fully separate businesses.
Medical research, in particular, is now a big independent business. Most research MDs never see
patients. They spend their time overseeing research projects and preparing new grant proposals. As
stated earlier, Harvard Medical School (HMS) research ranks first in the world according to a recent
US News and World Reports article. However, clinically, HMS, by way of Massachusetts General
Hospital, ranks 57th globally. What does that tell you about translation of research into the clinic to
help you?
2. Big Pharma Controls Medicine:g
Translation of medical research into clinical medicine is inhibited by some serious roadblocks,
including big pharma, the FDA, and health insurance organizations (payers). Ultimately, translation
of research occurs by way of new drugs that reach our doctors, pharmacies, and ultimately our
bodies. Who decides what drugs get to us? The ten CEOs of the largest drug and biomedical
companies make those final decisions. They head the few companies with enough technical and
financial resources to get drugs from design to patients. So, are you receiving the best drug, or
simply the most lucrative?
Ultimately, less than 1% of medical ideas published in the medical literature make it to the
marketplace. These ideas are, in some cases, of high value, but they don’t make the financial cut and
so are buried in the bowels of medical journals for people like us to find.
3. Liability and the Standard-of-Care:
Medicine suffers from an affliction known as “the standard-of-care.” It is a legal term now, and it is
stifling innovation and protects those who conform to a system no longer run by doctors.
We think of the “standard-of-care” as the definition of proper care that a patient receives from the
medical establishment. A hoped-for benefit of this concept is that patients with the same, or similar,
ailments receive the same care, the standard-of-care, no matter where they are. However, the
concept has evolved into a disadvantageous way to quickly and impersonally delivery symptomsonly medicinal treatment.
According to Blumenthal and Woodward, 10 “Standard of care’ sounds like a medical term, but it is a
universal legal concept. It is codified differently by individual state statutes and is written into each
state's uniform jury instructions. The phrase increasingly appears in scientific articles discussing
the management of patients with headaches. But, the term usually is not defined nor is evidence
presented to justify the notion that the so-called standard has any scientific basis. In a courtroom,
jury instructions using this phrase can be a legal sword aimed at a defendant doctor, rather than a
shield. At risk is a physician's basic right to care for a patient according to that individual's
particular needs.”
Strauss et. al., state in their article titled, What does the medical profession mean by “standard of
care? “There is no medical definition for standard-of-care, although the term is firmly established
in law and is defined as ‘the caution that a reasonable person in similar circumstances would
exercise in providing care to a patient.’h The term represents an essential component of an action in
medical malpractice in proof that the doctor in question failed to provide the required standard of
care under the circumstances. In wider terms, a physician has a duty to exercise the degree of care
g

h

Pharmaceutical companies are allowed to, and do, provide financial support to the FDA.
The Legal Dictionary Standard of Care. http://legaldictionary.thefreedictionary.com/standard+of+care.
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expected of a minimally competent physician in the same specialty and under the same
circumstances.” 11
Let’s take a closer look at the implications of the standard-of-care. Clearly, it exists to protect
patients from the inappropriate actions of physicians, which is a good thing. But the broader
consequences include a seldom considered outcome: squelching innovation. Medicine is as much
art as it is science. The standard-of-care is unwittingly removing any educated art from medicine
and turning doctors into plumbers who just follow the prescriptive diagnosis and treatments
allowed by insurance actuaries, the FDA, and the drug companies.
The “Standard-of-Care” in medicine is a legal term designed to
protect doctors and patients – but it stifles innovation.
Dr. Alois Alzheimer who characterized the very first “Alzheimer’s” disease patient said, “Outcomes
and observations in the clinic should drive medical research.” Today, just the opposite is true.
Medical research is driven by the development of new drugs, first tested on animals, then brought
to the clinic after testing on humans. Which one of these methods do you think is best? We could
debate that for days in the absence of facts. However, consider the research of Dr. Paul Clayton who
investigated some of the healthy and long-lived populations of the past 200 years. His conclusions
are provided here: 12
“Analysis of the mid-Victorian period in the U.K (1870s) reveals that life expectancy at age 5 was as
good or better than exists today, and the incidence of degenerative disease was 10% of ours.”
One potential conclusion is that our “standard-of-care” medicine is not working. Over 100 years ago
when “observations in the clinic drove medical research,” we had 10 times fewer instances of
serious disease.
Many of the tools we provide to help you “quarterback your own health” are outside of the
standard-of-care, thus very few doctors will be willing to help you with the diagnosis and
treatments that are inferred by these “non-standard” diagnoses. That’s why we also present you
with detailed science to back up the conclusions—so you can take charge!
1. Medical Training:
It is a daunting task for a busy doctor to keep up with the latest medical literature. The faster route
is to rely on the glossy, well-designed brochures that drug company reps provide over an expensive
lunch. And we know they are influenced by these lunches. A recent New York Times article titled
“Drug Company Lunches Have Big Payoffs”13 asserts that a doctor will change the drugs prescribed
after one free lunch valued at twenty dollars.
The New York Times reveals that free lunches are just part of the problem with the drug companydoctor relationship. Many of these drug reps who are providing the information to doctors that is
influencing their buying decisions are not scientists or fellow medical professionals—they are
actually former cheerleaders! I wish we were making this up, but we are not. Please read, “Gimme an
Rx! Cheerleaders Pep Up Drug Sales.” 14
Although doctors are required to attend continuing education programs, they generally occur at
luxurious locations underwritten by drug companies, all under the guise of “sponsorship.”
Consequently, doctors acquire prescription and treatment habits from these events. Good medicine
is becoming a lost art. And, in some instances, the so-called “in range” values from today’s diagnoses
do not necessarily reflect good health. To quote a colleague,
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“When my blood labs are in range on some of these standard tests it does not mean I’m healthy, it
just infers that I am not currently acutely sick.”
—Joe Straight
2. Financial Incentives
Procedures pay a doctor more handsomely compared to a treatment. A procedure, especially those
used in chronic disease cases, never create a cure. But they do create dollars for the doctors and the
hospitals. You may argue that cancer surgery is a cure—but what caused the tumor? If we continue
to settle for surgery (and surgery pays handsomely), will we ever find a true cure for cancer?
Drug companies are using deceitful ways to fund and influence doctors and researchers. Even
though there are now strict rules about giving money to doctors, the drug companies are providing
unrestricted grants to institutions like Harvard Medical School. Another favorite “work around” is
to donate large sums of money to societies like the Alzheimer’s Association and the American
Cancer Society, who then fund doctors and researchers. Sadly, if you are giving money to one of
these charities, it really is a tale of the poor giving to the rich.
Financial Misalignment
We want you to obtain the best diagnosis possible so you understand your health risks and are
empowered with options for treatments. Today, within the standard-of-care, diagnoses and
treatments are intimately linked through the medical coding system. Thus, diagnosis is driven by
treatment—but it should be the other way around. Take heart disease as an example. A common
treatment is statins. Medicine markets cholesterol as the cause of heart disease, thus dictating the
treatment. But what if cholesterol is not the root cause? That doesn’t matter in our current medical
system, because medicine works backward from the treatment to the diagnosis. Drug companies
produce treatments, and the doctors will diagnose for the treatment. It’s the standard-of-care. With
this model everyone makes out, the doctor is protected, and profits are made. But what about the
patient?
Marc-André Gagnon educates us on the finances of medicine through his paper titled, “Corruption of
Pharmaceutical Markets: Addressing the Misalignment of Financial Incentives and Public Health.” 15
Dr. Gagnon states:
“Over the last two decades, the dominant business model of major pharmaceutical companies has
been characterized by massive spending on promotion. In particular, there has been an explosion of
pharmaceutical promotion directed towards physicians. At the same time, little therapeutic
innovation has been coming out of these firms’ research labs. According to Bill Burns, chief of
Roche’s pharmaceutical division, the dominant business model in pharmaceuticals can be
characterized as the “me-slightly-different-marketed-like-hell” model. It is a model based on the
over promotion of “blockbuster” drugs, many of which do not even provide any therapeutic
advance. Pharmaceutical firms do not need to come up with new beneficial drugs to increase
earnings. In fact, it becomes clear that the profit motive in the pharmaceutical sector does not
encourage the development of new drugs as the main way to increase earning capacity.”
Consider this tragic coincidence: The FDA is in charge of approving drugs presented to them
through a complex approval process. The role of the FDA is to protect us by assuring that new drugs
meet safety and efficacy standards. For example, a new cancer drug will be approved if it roughly
matches safety standards of existing drugs and has better efficacy. In this context, efficacy may
mean increasing the survival of a patient by as few as three months. Are you shocked to learn that
most new cancer drugs improve survival by only three months? Thus, drug companies will be able
to produce new and profitable cancer drugs forever, whereas a cure would have dire financial
consequences for those companies.
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How does this financial misalignment impact your efforts or those of your doctor to take care of
your health? Consider two diagnostic markers, homocysteine (HcY) and c-Reactive Protein (CRP).
Both of these are biomarkers in the blood and are highly associated with chronic disease and future
risk of cardiovascular and Alzheimer’s diseases, and early death. Dr. Ridker of Harvard Medical
School published a book titled “C-Reactive Protein” where he basically states that it is inflammation
(as measured by CRP), and not cholesterol, that correlates best with cardiovascular disease. 16
Dr. Kilmer McCully, the pioneer of the homocysteine theory of cardiovascular disease humbly states
that elevated homocysteine accounts for maybe 10% of cardiovascular disease. However, in the
standard-of-care, there are no treatments—old, new, or emerging—for either elevated
homocysteine or c-Reactive Protein or the underlying mechanisms that cause their levels to be high.
Thus it is challenging to get a doctor to order tests for these markers, and it is even more difficult
for you to get your insurance company to pay for the tests.
In several states within the U.S., you cannot order medical tests yourself, even if you intend to pay
for the tests out of your own pocket. This means you do not have the right to evaluate your own
body without a doctor’s approval. And if your doctor will not approve important tests, how can you
quarterback your own health? According to Quest Diagnostics, a medical testing laboratory,
individuals cannot order tests themselves, due to state regulatory requirements, but if you are
interested in having a specific laboratory test performed, please ask your healthcare provider if the
test is appropriate for you, and if he/she can order the test(s) for you. Quest is not strictly correct,
as many states fortunately do allow you to order your own tests.
Due to restrictions at the state level, an individual cannot order their own tests in Maryland,
Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, or Rhode Island. Curiously, these are all liberal states that
supposedly look out for “the little guy.” Looks like they have it backwards. This list is expanding, so
if you want the freedom to order your own tests, write to your representatives.
Financial misalignment is highlighted in a most surprising way through an article in the Journal of
the American Medical Association. 17 A major retrospective analysis showed that when doctors were
away at national professional meetings, heart failure and cardiac arrest patients died at a much
lower rate compared to when the doctor was in! Here are the actual numbers:
“During non-meeting days, 24.8 percent of heart failure and 69.4 percent of cardiac arrest patients
died within 30 days. But while cardiologists were at meetings, only 17.5 percent of heart failure and
59.1 percent of cardiac arrest patients died within a month.”
The lead author, Dr. Anupam B. Jena, an assistant professor of health care policy at Harvard, said
that the difference in death rates may be attributed in part to overly aggressive treatments, such as
when a stent is inserted unnecessarily. Generally, the “overly aggressive treatments” pay more.

The Challenge Quarterbacks Face
Here is testimonial proof that quarterbacking your own health, properly, is a challenge.
Paul’s Story:
“In July 2013 I had my annual physical exam at a prominent Boston-area medical clinic with the
doctor I’d had for the past decade. Under the advice of several forward-thinking doctors, it was
recommended that I ask for a homocysteine and C-reactive protein blood tests. I thanked my doctor
friends for their suggestion, and a week later, I went in for my annual physical. As my PCP was
writing up his schedule for blood tests, I asked that he include homocysteine. His emphatic reply
was, “You don’t need that!” I did not want to get into a pissing contest with who I considered at the
time to be a really good PCP—but I wanted to.
On September 11, 2013 I was on my way to Boston from New Hampshire for business and had
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some chest congestion, which I related to bronchitis. In my path was my clinic and I decided it
might be a good idea to get a chest x-ray for the bronchitis. The x-ray proved negative for
bronchitis, but positive for heart-related issues. It turns out I did have angina, and they
recommended I stay a few days for further tests which ultimately showed some degree of blockage
in one of my heart arteries and labeled it ischemia. Subsequently a stent was placed to resolve the
symptoms.
Had my PCP just acquiesced to homocysteine and c-reactive protein tests, perhaps an earlier
diagnosis would have shown I was a walking heart attack. Instead, it was determined at the point of
insertion that that artery was blocked 99%. This country lacks the will to perform valuable
preventative and predictive tests. It relies on responding to disease in a reactive manner, after the
patient is already sick. It’s wrong, and your only option is to look out for your own good health.”
Paul went to a Harvard Medical School affiliated hospital. He has high lipids due to a rare genetic
condition. He explained to his doctor that statins do not control his cholesterol and named a specific
medication that worked in the past. The doctor prescribed a drug that Paul understood to be
something new. Unfortunately, it was not; it was the statin Lipitor, which just happens to be the
most prescribed drug in recent history.
There is a profound irony to this story. Proto is a Massachusetts General Hospitali publication that
provides information to patients. In 2011, Proto published a feature article called “Questioning
Statins.” The byline is: “WHAT STATINS MIGHT DO FOR YOU: Lower cholesterol // Reduce risk of
cardiovascular disease // Cause muscle pain and fatigue; Fail to significantly prolong your life.”j
Other gems in this publication include phrases like, “Statins don’t seem to confer the ultimate health
benefit— longer life. So is lowering cholesterol as important as everyone has been led to believe?”
Followed by: “Why did statins appear to protect the hearts of people who didn’t have high
cholesterol? It could be that they not only lower cholesterol but also reduce inflammation.” If you
read between the lines, it appears that Harvard Medical School is saying that cholesterol is not the
cause of cardiovascular disease—instead, inflammation is.
So, should Paul’s Harvard doctor (who should be reading his own magazine, Proto) have prescribed
Lipitor? And if Harvard is recognizing the role of inflammation, why weren’t blood tests measuring
inflammation ordered? One answer is financial misalignment between prescriptions and positive
health outcomes. Harvard Medical School, through its affiliated hospitals, receives hundreds of
millions of dollars annually from big drug companies and they appear to be showing their
appreciation through their prescribing patterns.
Steve’s Story:
“I, like most, rely upon my physician to educate me on my health. Case in point, upon arriving in
New England, I was in need of a new physician. I arrived at my appointment with a list of tests for
him to order, but he instead proceeded to give me the standard initial screening looking in my eyes,
ears, throat, checking for enlarged glands, heart rate, blood pressure, and listening to my breathing.
He did not ask a single question about my history. So I asked one question, "Does what you do
create health?" Shockingly, he stated, "no." I then proceeded to ask him if he would order the list of
blood tests such as c-Reactive Protein (which indicates inflammation), homocysteine (possible risk
for cardiovascular disease), and other tests that may indicate something is not in balance. He
simply stated that he could not. He went on to discuss the difficulties that would follow if he
ordered these test because there were no symptoms to suggest they were necessary, according to

i
j

Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) is a Harvard Medical School-affiliated hospital.
www.protomag.com
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those who would audit him, the providers of payment.
He is controlled by a process not of his choosing but nonetheless affects every patient he sees. To
truly practice medicine, you cannot be controlled by third parties telling what you can or cannot do,
how much you can charge, and when you will receive payment. Our bodies are systems that need to
be addressed systemically. To treat a symptom is not a cure. My doctor, whom I personally like, will
never be allowed to actually "practice" medicine as long as he is part of the current system. The
system is truly incapable of viewing medicine with proper long-term outcomes in mind. It is driven
by the sick and is blind to the opportunities of sustaining itself on people being healthy.”
You can overcome these seemingly overwhelming impediments to your good health—by being
your own quarterback.

Medical Pioneers
The best medical innovations have come by way of medical pioneers. But they have often paid a
heavy price for their leadership. The same is happening today with many doctors who work outside
the standard-of-care. They are called “quacks,” and in some instances have their medical licenses
threatened or revoked. Why are doctors paying such a high price for their crusade to help people
stay well?
Here are some historical examples of significant pioneers in the medical field.
Hygiene: The “Semmelweis Reflex” is both an insightful and disturbing look at how new knowledge
and new evidence is integrated into our health system. Ignaz Semmelweis was a Hungarian
obstetrician who discovered that often fatal puerperal fever, common among new mothers in
hospitals, could be eliminated if doctors simply washed their hands before assisting with childbirth.
He proposed a technique that physicians would wash their hands with chlorinated solution before
assisting in a child’s birth. His recommendation resulted in a significant decrease in deaths.
Despite its demonstrated effectiveness, the medical community largely ignored and even ridiculed
this mandate. Dr. Semmelweis was dismissed from his hospital post and later died in an asylum.
Obviously, there is more to the story, but it is an important lesson in human behavior. Semmelweis’
approach eventually earned widespread acceptance after his death, and he is considered a pioneer
in antiseptic procedures.
Sterilization: Joseph Lister was the surgeon who introduced new principles of cleanliness, which
transformed surgical practice in the late 1800s. Widespread acceptance of Lister’s procedures was
rather slow, as is often the case with revolutionary new ideas. Some found it difficult to believe in
germs because they were too small to see. Others tried Lister’s procedures, but did so incorrectly
and therefore failed to obtain the desired result.
Scurvy: In the twentieth century, scurvyk was shown to result from a deficiency of the essential
food factor ascorbic acid (vitamin C). Vitamin C, in adequate quantities, completely prevents and
cures the disease, which is now rare. The protagonist of this medical history was James Lind. His
report of a prospective controlled therapeutic trial occurred in 1747. Although the importance of
Lind's findings on scurvy were recognized at the time, it was not until more than 40 years later that
an official Admiralty Order was issued on the supply of lemon juice to ships. With this, scurvy
disappeared almost completely from the Royal Navy.
Ulcers: Dr. Warren, a pathologist from Australia, made a revolutionary discovery during a routine
diagnosis of diseased tissue. Through his advanced diagnosis—driven by his personal curiosity—he
was able to prove a cause-effect relationship that has profoundly impacted treatments of stomach
k

Scurvy mostly manifested as severe gingivitis.
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ulcers. Warren, along with his colleague, Dr. Marshall, hypothesized that a specific bacteria known
today as H-Pylori causes stomach ulcers. At that time (and inexplicably still by some medical
professionals today) the belief was that these ulcers were caused mainly by stress and excess
stomach acid. Marshall and Warren's suggestion that ulcers may be caused by bacteria was initially
viewed by some researchers as absurd and outrageous. Martin Blaser of the Division of Infectious
Diseases at the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine thought a 1983 talk by Marshall was "the
most preposterous thing I'd ever heard; I thought, this guy is a madman." 18 In fact, these two
Australians, Warren and Marshall, were not even invited to present their data at gastroenterology
society meetings for many years. Blaser has since become one of the leading researchers on
Helicobacter pylori, having changed his belief in the face of overwhelming evidence. Warren and
Marshall won the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 2005.
Blood Circulation: William Harvey’s discovery of blood circulation caused the scientific
community of the time to ostracize him. Harvey's lecture notes show that he believed in the role of
the heart in circulation of blood through a closed system as early as 1615. Yet he waited thirteen
years, until 1628, to publish his findings in his work “Exercitatio anatomica de motu cordis et
sanguinis in animalibus,” or “On the Movement of the Heart and Blood in Animals.” Why did he wait
so long? Galenism, or the study and practice of medicine as originally taught by Galen, was almost
sacred at the time Harvey lived. No one dared to challenge the teachings of Galen. Like most
physicians of his day, William Harvey was trained in the ways of Galen. Conformation was not only
the norm, but was also the key to success. To rebel against the teachings of Galen could quickly end
the career of any physician. Perhaps this is why he waited. Today the prescription pad, drug
companies, and the standard-of-care have replaced Galen, but that climate of fear surrounding
medical innovation still hasn’t changed.
If you want to maintain your good health, you must find a doctor who is not afraid to follow his or
her own instincts, rather than adhering blindly to the standard-of-care.

"The seeds of great discoveries are constantly floating around us, but they
only take root in minds well prepared to receive them.”
—Joseph Henry l
19

Joseph Henry (December 17, 1797 – May 13, 1878) was an American scientist who served as the first Secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution, as well as a founding member of the National Institute for the Promotion of Science, a precursor
of the Smithsonian Institution.
l
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Chapter 1 – You MUST Quarterback Your Own Health
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Chapter 2
Proliferation of Chronic Diseases

“They were as long lived and their incidence of degenerative disease was 10%
of ours.”
- Paul Clayton referring to the mid-Victorian (1870) poor of Britain

Do you need to Quarterback your own health? A look at the grim statistics on the proliferation of
chronic diseases in American and the World, provide an obvious answer. A convenient crutch of our
modern era is to believe our destiny is mainly controlled by our genetics. Regarding our health, this
is abjectly not true. A prominent Harvard Medical School Professor and geneticist, says in his book,
“Super Brain,” that environment is more important compared to genetics and that those with strong
genetic disposition to Alzheimer’s, for example, comprise less than 2% of all sufferers of the
disease. 1
In the last chapter we discussed another case against a genetic “crutch” from National Geographic
Magazine. The article suggested that a baby born today will live to 120. The authors went all over
the world to examine people and populations that live into their 100s today. They attempted to
solidify a case for genetics being the key factor that determines longevity, and by inference, the lack
of chronic diseases of aging presumed to be due, in large part, to genetics. However, they concluded
that genetics actually plays a small part in longevity. The majority was attributed to environment
and luck!
Clearly our own free will is responsible for most of our good health and longevity. Our internal
environment, that is the balance we create within ourselves to exist and (hopefully) thrive is the
main contributor to our good health. It is diet, exercise, habits, exposures and all the circumstances
that contribute to your phenotype (all the things that make you – you).
What about the term “luck?” “Luck” just represents a lack of understanding of disease and how it
starts, develops, and proliferates. Luck is eliminated through a knowledge-acquiring process of
well-being and, if you do become ill, a differential diagnosis that addresses the fundamental
problem(s) and does not simply focus on symptoms. Luck may be eliminated by knowing and acting
upon that which creates health. Performing the right tests that measure our health and disease
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status helps steer us on the right path. Claude Bernard, the father of the concept of internal balance
stated:

“The experimenter who does not know what he is looking for will not
understand what he finds.”
Modern medicine is looking in the wrong places for chronic disease causes – thus treatments.
Examples, that will be explained in more detail later, include:
•

Diabetes (II) – Insulin/Glucose is the wrong target.

•

Cardiovascular diseases – Cholesterol is the wrong diagnosis and target

•

Alzheimer’s disease – beta amyloid and Tau are the wrong targets.

• Cancer – The tumor is NOT the disease, it is a symptom.
Chronic diseases have very rapidly infiltrated our modern society. This further puts the nail in the
genetics coffin and shifts responsibility to you. Genetic changes occur slowly, over generations, and
usually in just small populations. Bad mutations lead to populations not adapting and thus dying off.
Positive mutations lead to proliferation, thereby replacing the less well adapted. By the time
populations are replaced, tens to hundreds of generation must reproduce, passing the positive or
negative gene. It is safe to say, massive changes due to genetics do not occur in a scant generation
or two. But we are experiencing massive adverse changes in our health by way of chronic diseases.
A new field of genetics, however might hold some answers. That field is epigenetics. In biology,
epigenetics is the study of cellular and physiological trait variations that are not caused by changes
in the DNA sequence. Unlike genetics based on changes to the DNA sequence, the changes that
underlie epigenetics have other causes, thus use of the term epi- (Greek: επί- over, outside of,
around) -genetics. So what is at the root of epigenetic changes? Indeed it is our internal
environment over which we all have implicit control.

Figure 2.1. Increase in Alzheimer’s disease since 1900.

Disease Statistics
Lets look at some graphic representations of the expansion of modern diseases:

Alzheimer’s Disease
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Alzheimer’s is a new and emerging epidemic. An estimated 5.4 million Americans have Alzheimer’s
disease in 2016. This figure includes 5.2 million people age 65 and older and 200,000 individuals
under age 65 who have early-onset Alzheimer’s.
•

One in eight people age 65 and older (13 percent) has Alzheimer’s disease.

•

Nearly half of people age 85 and older (45 percent) has Alzheimer’s disease.

Of those with Alzheimer’s disease, an estimated 4 percent are under age 65, 6 percent are
65 to 74, 44 percent are 75 to 84, and 46 percent are 85 or older.
Because Alzheimer’s disease is under diagnosed, more than half of the 5.4 million Americans with
Alzheimer’s may not know they have it. In additional, another large group of individual have a predementia or pre-Alzheimer’s state that includes mild cognitive impairment, glaucoma, and macular
degeneration. The association between eye diseases and Alzheimer’s was discussed in detail in our
book titled, “The End of Alzheimer’s.” m
•

Cardiovascular Disease

Figure 2.2. Increase in cardiovascular diseases since 1900.
Heart disease statistics offer both good and bad news. According to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), “Heart disease and stroke are among the most widespread and costly health
problems facing our nation today, even though they are also among the most preventable.” The
use of the term “preventable” implies that our personal environment, that is, self-selected behaviors
cause this disease.
The CDC goes on to say, “Heart disease and stroke are the first and third leading causes of death for
both women and men. They are also major causes of illness and disability and are estimated to cost
the nation hundreds of billions of dollars annually in health care expenditures and lost productivity.
The number of people dying from heart disease has dropped in recent decades, thanks largely to
the success of quit smoking initiatives and to a much lesser extent, advances is certain classes of
medicines. From 2000 to 2010, death rates attributable to vascular diseases declined 31.0%. Yet in

https://www.amazon.com/End-Alzheimers-Differential-DiagnosisToward/dp/0692349855/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1475574637&sr=8-1&keywords=the+end+of+alzheimer%27s
m
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2010, these diseases still accounted for almost a million American deaths, or 1 of every 3 deaths in
the United States. 2 The downward trend is greater in Europe than in America. 3
Commenting on the study's findings, Simon Gillespie, chief executive of the British Heart
Foundation charity, said while the picture of heart disease mortality is improving "we are an awful
long way from back-patting and hand-clapping". "More than 2 million people are battling coronary
heart disease in the UK and while our work in science labs and improving prevention and care has
made a huge difference, that's 2 million people too many," he said in a statement. Sadly, the
downward trend in deaths is starting to level off, indicating we have reach the full potential
of our current prevention and treatment approach for this disease.
Has medicine found a cure for cardiovascular diseases? Statins and other cholesterol lowering
drugs to “treat” cardiovascular diseases are the most prescribed medicines in history. Beta
blockers, ACE inhibitors and other drugs are targeting heart diseases. But are they treating
symptoms or are they treating the root cause of the disease?
This is the new science on statins, from an article published in the most prestigious New England
Journal of Medicine. 4
“Two well-done meta-analyses of statins for primary prevention showed no mortality
benefit.” “A Cochrane analysis showed a small reduction in all-cause mortality associated
with statin use. However, the authors noted evidence of selective reporting of outcomes,
failure to report adverse events, and inclusion of patients with cardiovascular disease and
concluded that, “caution should be taken in prescribing statins for primary prevention among
people at low cardiovascular risk.” 5 In addition, we find the dismissal results of the Women's
Health Initiative data surprising, considering that this study showed an adjusted increase
of 48% in the risk of diabetes among women receiving statins.” 6
Statins have made the drug companies more money than any other class of drug, ever. Statins and
your health are financially misaligned.
A deeper analysis on cardiovascular disease and its treatment is provided in Chapter 5.

Diabetes
Nearly 12 percent of Chinese adults (about 113.9 million people) are suffering from diabetes,
according to a new study published in the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA). 7
Almost 26 million Americans have diabetes, 8.3 percent of the U.S. population. Of these, 7 million do
not know they have the disease. In 2010, about 1.9 million people ages 20 or older were diagnosed
with diabetes. 8
Almost 80 million Americans over the age of 20 have prediabetes. Up to 70 percent of them will go
on to develop diabetes, but 90 percent don’t even know they are at risk. In fact, as many as 28
percent of adults with full-blown diabetes don’t know they have it, according to Edward W. Gregg, a
senior epidemiologist at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 9
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Figure 2.3. Increase in diabetes since 1958.
Would you like to know if you are one of the 7 million Americans walking around with diabetes but
do not know it or the 72 million Americans at risk? Determining your risk for diabetes is not just
about measuring blood glucose. Type II diabetes is an inflammatory disease that is associated with
insulin resistance n The insulin resistance is compensated by the action of the brain by first
regulating the pancreas to produce more insulin and then, as needed, your brain tells your liver to
produce more glucose. Hence the level of insulin is increased first in people heading toward type II
diabetes. If you want to know if you are heading for diabetes, the best test is fasting insulin, not a
fasting glucose or A1C test. Eventually, as insulin resistance increases, blood glucose levels also rise.
The elevated levels of insulin and glucose are actually protective as they make sure that the brain
and other tissue in the body receive the proper energy-producing fuels for proper cellular function.
The best diabetes test is fasting insulin, not a fasting glucose
or A1C.
At the root of insulin resistance is inflammation and its causes. A search of the medical literature
reveals over 1.8 million research papers documenting the association. Each published research
paper costs about $500,000 to produce. Thus, us tax payers have shelled out:

$900,000,000,000
Almost $1 trillion has been spent on research showing the connection between inflammation and
diabetes (insulin resistance) yet the only treatment we get are for lowering blood sugar! Why?
(reread “Financial Misalignment” in Chapter 1 for a refresher on this topic)
The mechanism by which insulin resistance occurs is not well understood by your traditional
doctor (how could it be, he/she was taught by a former cheerleader) thus modern medicine treats
the symptoms, elevated glucose. However, those doctors and healthcare professionals who chose to
dig deeper understand that constantly challenging our metabolism with “sugar spikes” leads to

Insulin resistance is the decrease in the ability of insulin to facilitate the entrance of glucose inside the cells where it is
metabolized to produce the energy the cell requires to function properly.
n
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adaptations in our bodies. It is well appreciated that inflammation is part of that adaptation and
fundamental to the disease. Thus measuring for inflammatory parameters is critical to
determining your risk. 10,11,12
If you are one of the 7 million undiagnosed diabetics, you are relatively symptom-free. What is the
chance your doctor will prescribe you tests for inflammation? The answer is nil. What is the chance
he/she may order a blood glucose or insulin test? The answer is probable for glucose, unlikely for
insulin, but neither test is useful for determining the cause of the disease.
Dr. David Perlmutter is arguably the top functional neurologist in American. In his book, “Grain
Brain,” Dr. Perlmutter shows research that normal blood glucose, but on the high side of normal,
actually predisposes you to neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s disease. 13 There is a
reason for the dramatic uptick in Alzheimer’s and other degenerative diseases, and insulin
resistance is one of many. And there are means to determine your risks. But, again, it is very
difficult for you, the apparently healthy, to get the tests you need to determine your risks.
According to Dr. Perlmutter, even if you get tested, your doctor is probably going to tell you there is
no risk if your blood glucose is any where in the normal range and these “quacks” (like Perlmutter
and other functional medicine doctors) are trying to scare you. Your response should be, “why are
diseases on the rise then, and what are you doing about it to help me, your patient?”
“Why are diseases on the rise then, and what are you doing about
it to help me, your patient?”
Based on the trends in disease, are the treatments, thus the diagnoses for these chronic diseases
meeting your expectations? We hope you do not find this chronic disease pandemic acceptable. A
solution is for you to supplement your doctor’s approach for these diseases. o Indeed you can
control or even reverse diabetes through lifestyle changes. For many, though, the first step is
identification of the disease – at its earliest stages. That is where our chronic disease temperature
plays and important role.

Cancer
There is good and bad news about cancer survival and deaths. The good news is that cancer deaths
rates appear to be declining in recent years. The bad news is the way medicine “measures” cancer
deaths have changed. It’s a confusing subject that we attempt to clarify here. However, the takehome lesson from this exercise is that chemo/radiation/surgery has done little to change cancer
mortality rates despite what you have been led to believe.
A paper titled, “measuring cancer survival in populations: relative survival vs. cancer-specific
survival.” Discusses the challenge of measuring cancer mortality. 14 An excerpt from this paper is
provided here:
“Two main methods of quantifying cancer patient survival are generally used: cancer-specific
survival and relative survival. Both techniques are used to estimate survival in a single population,
or to estimate differences in survival between populations. Arguments have been made that the
relative survival approach is the only valid choice for population-based cancer survival studies
because cancer-specific survival estimates may be invalid if there is misclassification of the cause of
death. However, there has been little discussion, or evidence, as to how strong such biases may be,
We do not expect you to become a medical scholar. But you can gain specific knowledge that your doctor does not have.
He/she is mired in the standard-of-care and asked to do too much in to little time. Also, your doctor has restrictions on
what he/she can pursue – you don't. It is your health at stake.
o
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or of the potential biases that may result using relative survival techniques, particularly bias arising
from the requirement for an external comparison group.”
That was a confusing paragraph, but the take home lesson is that researchers and drug companies
do not have a standard way to measure the success of their cancer treatments. Thus, we are being
bamboozled by “lies, damn lies, and statistics.” To add to the confusion, here is an excerpt from Dr.
Malcolm Kendrick’s book, “Doctoring Data.” 15
“The word survival does NOT mean that you will actually survive (when it comes to cancer). In the
world of cancer screening the term “survival” is taken to mean that you are still alive five years after
the cancer was first diagnosed. Five year cancer survival rate is the measure used for almost all
interventions in this area. Or to turn this around slightly, if you survive for five years after your
initial cancer diagnosis, the statisticians will consider that you have been cured.”
“As a result of this, if a screening test picks up cancer five years earlier than would have happened,
had it appeared through symptoms, the five-year survival/cure will automatically appear to be
astronomically better. Especially with a slow growing cancer (such as prostate).”
Statistical mumbo jumbo is a manifestation of the drug company’s takeover of medicine. Thus, this
trend began around 1980. The chart below reflects true cancer trends.

Figure 2.4. Increase in cancer rates since 1900.
Current Cancer Statistics:
Cancers figure among the leading causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide, with approximately
14 million new cases and 8.2 million cancer related deaths in 2012. 16 The number of new cases is
expected to rise by about 70% over the next 2 decades. Among men, the 5 most common sites of
cancer diagnosed in 2012 were lung, prostate, colorectal, stomach, and liver cancer. Among women
the 5 most common sites diagnosed were breast, colorectal, lung, cervix, and stomach cancer.
Around one third of cancer deaths are due to the five leading behavioral and dietary risks:p high
body mass index, low fruit and vegetable intake, lack of physical activity, tobacco use, alcohol use.

We have a slightly different list. Low fat diets, lack of healthy fats, and other behaviors that lead to low immune system
function and manifests inflammation and infection are the major factors in cancer risk. Low vitamin D status is an
excellent indicator of high cancer susceptibility.
p
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Tobacco use is the most important risk factor for cancer causing around 20% of global cancer
deaths and around 70% of global lung cancer deaths.
Cancer causing viral infections such as HBV/HCV and HPV are responsible for up to 20% of cancer
deaths in low- and middle-income countries. 17 However, viral and other infectious causes of cancer
are probably severely underdiagnosed thus underappreciated. The inflammation component of
cancer points directly at infectious origins. A prime example is stomach cancers caused by H-pylori
infection. World Cancer Report provides clear evidence that action on smoking, diet and infections
can prevent one third of cancers and another third can be cured by properly understanding the
cause of the cancer and not just treating the tumor.

Inflammation
Persistent, systemic inflammation is implicated as the root of practically all known chronic health
conditions, including everything from rheumatoid arthritis, type II diabetes, and cardiovascular
diseases to dementia and cancer. Modern medical research appreciates the connection between
inflammation and disease, but clinical medicine is slow to catch up with the science. Thus doctors
seldom test for inflammation.
Inflammation is the common thread of major chronic diseases that
have invaded our society over the past several decades.
Cancer, in particular, is not regarded as a disease associated with inflammation. The cause(s) of
cancer is presumed to escape the scrutiny of our immune system – thus cannot be detected by
monitoring the health and activity of our immune system. Medical researchers know a very
different story as illustrated by Table 2.1.
Disease:

Heart

Cancer

Alzheimer’s

Diabetes

Number of PubMed
Research Papers

2,610,000

2,780,000

51,500

1,390,000

Table 2.1. Number of medical research articles in PubMed that address inflammation and cancer,
heart disease, diabetes, and Alzheimer’s disease.
Undoubtedly this is an unexpected finding for many of you reading this because there is at least
some discussion about inflammation and heart disease and diabetes by the main stream
information outlets. Little is heard about inflammation and cancer. Even less is practiced regarding
the connection between inflammation and cancer in clinics. C-reactive protein is one of the most
common markers for inflammation as are white blood cell counts. Have you been screened for
inflammation if you are concerned, have, or have had cancer?
To put this table into context the amount of research dollars spent showing a connection between
cancer and inflammation is:

$1.4 Trillion
I believe we have enough evidence to justify screening and testing populations for inflammation –
especially for the early detection and prevention of cancer. Our clinics do, and the Chronic Disease
Temperature focuses on biomarkers for inflammation.
Financial misalignment is again KILLING YOU!. And this has been known for a long time. Read the
article titled, “Cancer docs profit from chemotherapy drugs,” published by NBC News and others. 18
The article states, “Unlike other doctors, oncologists make most of their income by buying drugs
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wholesale and selling them to patients at a marked up prices. Ethicists see a real problem with the
structure. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports.”
It is well known that chemotherapy barely works. About 2.5% of those treated with chemotherapy
receive any benefit. Most of them still die, but life is extended a few month. Now you know why they
continue to be prescribed. This is a shameful situation. And, based on the research on inflammation,
doctors and the drug companies know the truth but that choose to follow profit instead.

America’s Health Ranking in the World
America, when compared to other developed nations, enjoys a lifestyle that contributes to a body
burden of inflammation. We also consume more drugs per capital compared to any other nation,
those numbers being 50% of all pharmaceutical and 80% of all pain pills, while our population is
only 5% of the world’s, Table 2.2,. Since we are getting all these great drugs, we must be more
healthy compared to other nations that are not getting these goodies. Let’s see how it actually is
working out.

Table 2.2. Top 10 pharmaceutical markets in the world.
A good place to start researching global health trends is at the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (www.oecd.org). The mission of the (OECD) is to promote policies that
will improve the economic and social well-being of people around the world. The amount of
comparative health information collected and known at OECD the World Health Organization, and
the Centers for Disease Control is daunting. A simple way to understand where American stands in
comparison to other nations is to look at the ends of the spectrum – that is birth and death.
When it comes to birthing a baby, America has great hospitals, doctors, pre-natal care programs,
pharmaceuticals to help with labor, eliminate pain, battle infections, and surgery to remove the
baby in case of complications. Surely we have close to the lowest infant mortality rates on the
planet. These assumptions could not be further from the truth. Figure 2.5 shows infant mortality
rates for many developed countries. Our rate of mortality is astoundingly high, being above Poland,
Cuba, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and all the nations we would consider civilized and
developed.
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Interestingly, the U.S. and New Zealand are at and near the bottom of this list.
These are the only countries that allow direct-to-consumer (TV) ads for drugs.
Coincidence?

Figure 2.5. Infant mortality rate per 1,000 live births.
Our premature birth rates are comparatively worse. Figure 2.6 gives the percentage of preterm
births compared to European countries in 2004. The U.S ranks around 80th globally, tied with
Thailand and Somalia! - Yes Somalia.

Figure 2.6. Premature birth rates by percentage of births.
Recently a group from San Diego, California boasted on national news that they were able to get
their community premature birth rate down to 11.5%, well below the national average.
Congratulations San Diego, you are still at the BOTTOM of the list. America’s healthcare system is
among the worse at helping introduce new, healthy life into the world.
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How is America at keeping its population health? A good measure of “health span” is lifespan. The
association between lifespan and health span is well described in a National Geographic article
from May, 2013. 19 Simply put, people who die at age 80 experience 19 years of declining health
while those who die at 100 experience a mere 9 years of declining health. The centenaries
experience 20 extra years of life and ENJOY an additional 30 years of good health.
People who live to 100, when compared to people who live to
80 – actually enjoy 30 more years of high quality life.
Figure 2.7 shows how the U.S. stacks up in lifespan. This is taken from the OECD.

Figure 2.7. Life expectancy of people from developed nations.
Americans die sooner compared to people in other developed countries
Americans suffer more declining health compared to most of the
developed world.
For all that bad health, American spends the most money – by a wide margin, Figure 2.8. We are
NOT getting what we are paying for. But healthcare executives are getting very very rich.
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Figure 2.8. Health expenditures as % of total nation budget.
Books have been written on what is wrong with U.S. healthcare but the core reasons are really not
that complicated. It all revolves around a combination of finances and regulation. Normally, a
capitalistic approach contains costs and enhances quality. But healthcare fails both cost and quality.
Consider this simple question. Who delivers your healthcare? It is your doctor, of course, but is
he/she in control or how your health is managed? The answer to this question is a resounding NO.
Healthcare is the only business where the person providing the product, the doctors, has no control
over product and pricing. The product is overregulated through ICD-10 codes – so much so that a
doctor is hardly needed to carry out the standard-of-care.
Doctors pay (reimbursement) continues to decline. Doctors are beholden to the payer system. This
is not capitalism. The consequence is, in order to make their expected living, pay for malpractice,
office space, employees, medical staff and all the other requirements of their business, they must
see more patients in less time. Doctors do have some choice but often make the one that favors
reimbursement (handsome payment). That choice is to prescribe expensive procedures over less
well reimbursed and more time-consuming health-creating practices. Surgery, as an example, never
cures a disease, but garners a nice reimbursement. It is much more difficult to diagnosis the root
cause of chronic pain and treat it than it is do perform surgery – as an example. Also America and
only one other nation (New Zeeland) allows direct-to-consumer drug advertising. The drug
companies know they make $2.50 for every $1.00 spent on direct-to-consumer drug advertising.
This is our fault for being fooled by Madison Ave.
A solution, just like the problem, is not as daunting as it may seem. Bring back capitalism to
medicine. One way to do that is to replicate what some of the best thinkers and companies have
done in the past. Take Proctor and Gamble Corporation, as an example. They perfected the concept
of pull-through marketing. They make consumers very aware of the features and benefits of their
products before they were widely available. Customers go to stores to obtain the products, that are
not yet on the shelves. The customers request that the stores carry these products, so they do.
You can create a pull-through marketing revolution in healthcare. It’s simple. Go to your current
doctor (or find a new doctor) and demand to have your health risks properly assessed by
evaluating inflammation and your immune system strength and activity. One way is to have them
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take your chronic disease temperature. Now you have a measure of your health. Next, you work
with your doctor to lower your chronic disease temperature. You will probably need to see a doctor
who you accepts private payment only, but if enough people do this, the revolution will begin.

Sure - staying well may be expensive,
but look how expensive sickness is.
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